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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is a colle ction of four stories and fourteen 
poems. No.·structural unity has. been used to make it more than 
the sum of its parts. However, the stories, in aim and method, 
have general similarities. The characters ha ve city or sub-
urb.an backgrounds a nd a r e member s of the middle class. None 
of them has strong spiritual va lues to upb old him , and all 
h8ve the problem of finding something that is not merely escap-
ing or sidestepping. 
Very genera lly, the story . No Fun Alone , presents a 
picture of children discarding 'hero-worship' for r i t ua l, or--
very abstractly- - 'belief'for 'law'. The second story, Adam's 
Soul, is a n incident in t he life of a boy who has settled for 
an ego-centr i c view of life but discovers he really wa nts more 
than his own thoughts can give him. In the third story, 
Shakespeare Course, ths main character is beaten and fatalistic 
concerning her weakness, and then she eomes to learn something 
of the fundamental nature of change and groi wth as ways of 
outwitting f gte. The fourt h , Memorial Service, is the most ab-
stract of the group and presents a chohce between active and 
passive values to a blinded war-veteran. If the stories have 
a single purpose, it is perhaps b:Test summed up in the conclu-
sion of t b is story, where the idea is expressed that the active 
values are worth applying, even if they must be gone at con-
sciously. 
11 
Po~sibly the generalization is too pessimdstic that city 
city ana subur3ban life leaves the individual, when he at last 
comes to perceive for himself, in the -··position of the blind-
man, conscious of all that he h'OJS missed. But many people do 
I 
arrive at ma turity without ha ving discovered and developed 
1 w or~ab le values that a re also good and true. And these stories 
I 
are about such people. 
\ The poems are ag ~n no t consciously a whole. . The aim 
with them bas be en to express in trad itional form things 
the author believes to be true. 
Neither the poems nor the stories have been conce rned 
with technical innovations. They are tentat'ive searchings for 
values, using established for ms a nc1 c1ependent upon the validity 
of their statement for their effect. 
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SECTION I 
No Fun Alone 
On a cold Fe bruary morning thre e b oys wa l ked hurr iedly 
toward school. A sting i ng wi nd made t hem go ba ckward a t times 
to re lie:ve aching f aces. vVa l king t ha t wa y was slow and awkward 
a nd t hey kept turning into the wind a nd hurrying a long . 'I'hey 
laughed a t first but the cold wi nd became surporising ly pain-
ful and t hey went a long gtifu~y. School was a long way off. 
From comfort able suburban homes they were warmly dressed, 
mittened ans scarfed. But t he cold concentra ted on their 
sensitive faces in throbb ing waves. None of the three was 
enjoying the walk, t h ough Billy Parker's eyes sparkled with 
wonder and resistance. He was the boss. His two-year younger 
brother, Jack, was just enduring, watching Billy. I And the tbir 
of the group, Tommy Ellis, was beginning to be a little afraid 
as he felt· his stiff nose and unresponsive ear lobes. 
"We better wait for the school bus, 11 he said. 
-
uCatch me doing tha t," Billy said. "Besides, it 1 d be 
worse standing and waiting. Come on, thi; isn't so b~d." His 
brother Jack nodded and the two of them strode along. Tommy 
came after. 
"Catch me doing tha t! 11 Billy s a id again, turning about and 
yelling a t Tommy. "We haven't ever t aken th9. t bus, even in the 
t " snow.
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"Never! 11 Jack s a id. "Lot .of girls take the bus!" Tommy 
squinted and his eyes watered. He said nothing. 
A prolonged blast of icy air ma.de them turn quickly a nd 
11 
sta nd • . Billy hui1ched and murmured, You cold wind, you old 
cold wind. 11 The wind died an d he clapped h is mi t tens, turning 
back. He started a €arne of Follow the Leader to get warm . He 
wa s lea de r, stampingone foot on the pavement at a time and then 
leaping with both, kicking the lamppos ts as be went by , run-
n ing , hop ·9ing , .iumping hedges, laughing. He yelled drections. 
"I'm Admiral Byrd a t t~e ~orth Pole ! Say it three times! 
Louder each time. I'm Admira l Byrd! I'm Admral Byrd! AMR.t\L 
,u E BYRRRD. nding in a screech and much laughter. Wore hmghter 
a s they e ach repe ated it, wildly into the wind. Jack stoutly 
imitated his brother's way, Tommy echoed, a little thinly. 
Billy, t bele ader, suddenly started cross-lots on the run. 
Jack followed and Tommy hesitated a moment, t hen set out in 
purs uit. 
11 Hey! he yelled, 11where are you going? We got to ge t to 
I II school, don t forget. 
-
"Follow the leader!" Billy yelled. 11You 1 11 get there, if 
you can keep up!" He saw an apple tree by a tall board fence 
and quickly climbed 1 t, stepping onto. the fence and walking 
along precariously in the wind. He jumped down on the other 
side. Jack was right behind. Tommy anxiously followed. Billy 
might be fasterthan him, he thought, but Jack, anyway, wasn't 
,, 3 
I
I 
going to beat him out. He went at the apple tree with an unca~ 
I 
culated upward lunge instead of Billy's easy reach and haul, and 
fell backward on the first try, then scrambled desperately up. 
He felt brief panic as he flailed out to grasp hastily the 
broad curves of the smooth wood and sensed his stiff fingers 
slipping. He breathed heavily fighting the tree and stepped 
off onto the fence sure he would fall, He edged on a few step~ 
then got hiS confidence, stepped along a we,_y and ,jumped down. 
After that be went at the game with more assurance. 
Billy led them on throughbackyards and empty lots. He 
leaped hydrants, flicked clotheslines, knocked on the glass 
of fire boxes, slammed the grates of letter boxes. "See that 
old hydrant! That 1 s an Indian chief! Push him down! Make him 
.. 
bite the dust! One hand! Do it with one hand! You used two 
hands·, Jacky!" 
11 I did not! 11 
~ 
"You did, I saw you. Come on, keep running! You two sure 
are slow, regular molasses, you two. Come on, we're going to 
blow up Rommel's t a nks. Throw your bombs in here like this and 
bang the turre t down like this, and bang! Old Rommel's dead in-
s ide. Come on! Ba r:g! bang! like I did! ThB,t 's too big , 
Tommy. That won't go in, ever. See! You're so dumb and slow 
old Rommel got away. He won't wait till you find t he right 
size! Old Rommel got away on you all right, and you 're dead!" 
The s i dewa lk with its funny miniature prizes , mailboxes, 
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hydrants , so on palled on Bil ly . He took them off on ce more 
t hrough back lots, g l a d to bEl gftsr b l gse r GB.nlfl • • t\1 1 three 
we re now running a nd ye lling . Forgotten was the cold. Billy 
came to a tal l fir tree with i ts ma ny b ranches growi ng close 
together and at right angles to the tfi'"unk . "We 1 re look-outs ! 11 
..., . 
he s houte d. "We got to climb up here , 'c ause it's got a 11 the 
branches a nd th et's go od for camouflage , a nd we got t o see wha t 
1 1 I II . time t he s choo c ock s ays . 
" I " T You ca n t s ee the sch ool clock from there , ommy s a id 
scornfully . "And anyway , you can't g o up between those bra ches 
I II without ruining your clothes . 
uNever mind t he old clothes ! Come on, follow the leader, 
or you los e!" Billy squeezes up tbr ough the lower branches. 
Be found t he going ha rd. He couldin ' t use his legs, bec aus e 
t here wasn't ro om between t he limbs t o bend his h i s kne es , so 
be had to pull himself ha nc1 over ha.nd through the rough brancheE. 
About four feet from the ground he decided to stop. But just 
going down agB.in woul d be stupid. He sidled out on a limb, 
h l ~i t a~ f t b hi h d "We got to duck o CL ng o one _ oo or so a ove s e a . 
for cover, we got to jump for it! 11 he yelled. "They've seen 
us!" 
Bil ly kept out toward the edge am!. as ·the branch he 
shoved off from the one above he'd been holding to and brushed 
through the bows to the ground. The shock of landing was worse 
than he expected and he didn't keep his feet. But, all the 
5 
s ame, tha t was a real ach ieve ment. He got up and gleefully 
watched as Jack and Tommy came after. Tommy, by choosing a 
bigger branch, swung down f arther and he was t he only one who 
didn't take a fall. 
11 Tha t wasn't anything hard,'~ he said. uc orne on, let's go. 
You must be getting tired! 11 
nThey started off again, but at a slower pace. The shock 
of landing on frozen ground and t he grabb ing trees and fences 
with chilled hands jolted ana_ stnng, so the y settled down to 
running and yelling after t h is first excitement. Then, the 
time was getting late and they had to go straight for school. 
Because the xhool house was in the middle of the shopping 
distric~, they stopped their game as they came close. 
11 That was fun," Jack said. \ 
--
"Sure, better·' n freezing and waiting for that bus, 
it, Tommy?" 
'J.' ... 
ommy nodded, having enjoyed the game oonce, started. 11You 
' u 1 11We t i didn t go very fast, · he s a d. spen · most the t me wa1 ting 
II for you to do something. 
r II 
up. -
11 I could've left you so f ar behind you'd never've caught 
..... -. 
11 ! could've! Couldn't I, Jacky?" 
--
11 Nope. 11 
11Hah! Even your own brother!" 
6 il 
"He doesn't know." Billy lookad disgustedly at Jack. I I 
II 1 II I didn t see you catching me, anyway, he s a id to Tommy. . 1
1 
~'Tbat wasn't the idea." 
"Sure it was. 
., 
"Tl1.at 's not it. 
You catch the leader, you get to be l ea der. 'j 
Don' t you know the rules? 11 
- . 
"c ourse I know t he 
building. 
1 1 II ru es. They 'N ent into the echool 
Rules or no rules, t hey pl B.yecl t he next da y and the d8. y 
a fter. The game ke pt its delight. Billy sta yed le ader, des p it 
1
1 Tom my's strong ob jections . Billy kept saying whe n a nyb ody ' d 
I catch h i m, they could be l e :o de J:•. 
And Billy was a good leader . He 
I an a lley or ac ross a vacant l ot. 
The. t 1f.ra s n ' t l i ke l y to happen. 
took them on i mpulse t bnough 
I t didn ' t ma tter. He 1.d find 
g i ve 
h im e. grip , or he.d be.ndy b oughs or cross boards. He swung onto I 
I 
I :1 high limbs or leaped 1..1.p a smo oth b oard fence b a la ncing 
I 
se cond with one foot clutching the vertic al surfa ce as 
hugged the top with his arms a nd pulled h i mself over. 
for a 
he 
E e was 
heedless of bruise d Shins a nd scra tched legs. He kept up a 
fla~ of exhorta tion, of challenges to his followers. Obstac l es 
were foes to be conque red. They lived and must be trod under, 
gr asped and possessed, No hedge could be left unkumped, bo hedg 
I 
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but d.idn't defy jumping until with a yell it was cleared. A 
s tone wa ll or a br ick wa ll shouted diadain and was only quieted 
by being wa l ked along, t he whold length. A board 13ence t ha t 
r an back of a gargage and past an apPle tree was a rope bridge 
across a gully. Billy climbed t he a pple tree and crossed onto 
the fence, went along that and pulled himself up onto the 
gargge and up to its riO.ge, which became the highest mountain 
peak in the world. Then he slid down to the edge of the roof. 
There were t l.,e firemen's nets below, and behind, a burning, 
smokey, choking room. So with a desperate lunge he leaped to 
the ground, staggered, (faking} and fell and quickly was up and 
off, urging the others to follow. And they were w4lling, 
scrambling and panting behind his pace and attempting and 
accomplishing things in a rush of spirit that opened vistas of 
unespected prowess, and sent a surge of elation through 
them they had seldlom felt. The heights from which they dropped 
landing springily on their feet'.! The heights they scaled, and 
the conquests they made. There was no patronizing high-limbed 
oak or complacent gargge they didn't try, and there were few 
against which they failed. Their exploits were heroic, and 
they felt the ~art. 
One alley Billy came to went behind some stores that 
were set in the side of a hill. He ran them through the alley 
banging garbage cans and then up the slope at the back. The 
store roofs loomed a few feet across the alley. 
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''We:'re going on over on that castle! It he yelled. "We're 
going right over this moat soon as we cut down that old 
drawbridge, and right on over and capture the castle! 11 
- " 
"What d b id ? raw r ge. What are you talking about?" Tommy 
said. 
"You wait and see,, 11 Billy said. 11 They got it drawn up 
1 II and we ve got to hack it down. He searched hurriedly among 
the brush for something to serve has purpose, something to get 
them across. 
II 1 II You can't hack it down till you ve swum the moat, Jack 
said. 
"Who said so? 11 
~ 
"That's the way it always is. 11 
.. 
110h, is t h t s ? ~ a o. How do you know? 
II knew something about it? 
Anybody'd think you 
"Well, I do. You t h ink you know everything. You're not 
~ 
that smart! 11 
Billy peered over the edge, down at the cement floor of thr 
alley, some eight feet below. "There's sharks in t he moat," 
ns he said. ee? S t II ee, Jacky. 
~ 
"Hundred! 11 J a ck s a id looking over e agerly,. 11hundreas of 
" 
t b til em. 
"So we can't swim it, 11 Billy s a i d. "We g ot to throw 
~ 
II 
s ome t hing across, some b i g l og , or someth ing . 
11 Hey , Tommy ! Whe re're you g oing? 11 
9 
To mmy had remembered a stepladder in the alley . 11 I'll 
"" get us over to t ha t old c e, stle! 11 he shouted back . 11 Come on 
and follow me! 11 It wa s a heavy l adder. Billy and he lugged 
it up to "~Nhere t he s lope v.ras highest next t he bu ilding . 
They s h oved it acFoss the moat Emd inched it up the cest le wal l 
with lots of grunting. Jack stood on the l ss t e ts p to ::ee·) 
t bD t end doBn , wh ile Billy and Tommy reached beyond him out 
over the a lley, r~ising and pushing the ladder a t the same 
time. Finally the step part of the l adder lay solid from 
roof to ground, not gripping the frozen e arth , tb ouBh~ The 
ba ck sec tion sw ing free down into the alley. 
To mmy started to crawl a cros s . 
11 Hey! 11 Billy said, 11 I' m still le a der . Wha t's the big 
.. 
·a ? n l ea . 
"" Tommy go t off the bottom step and straightened up . "I 
found the l adde r, didn ' t I ? 11 he said. It I I m leader now . You 
never would've got a cross, if I hadn 't found it, I guess I 
II 
caught you on t ha t. 
11 Tha t . II isn 't catc h ing anybody. 
~ 
"Well , wha t is catching , then? You've been standing 
there for hours. I t • I II I could ve t agged you any lme. He stooped 
d t t d li 11 Come on'· You can 1 t be leader an s ar e craw ng across . 
~ 
a 11 the t ime • F ]1 1 •" o . ow the eader. He led t hem over, ha nds 
a long the side boards a nd rumps h i gh in the air, legs gingerly 
feeling for the narrowedge of the steps. Across , t hey ran 
10 
around the roof t wice, yelling exulting war-cries and peering 
over t h e sha llow roof wa ll a t t he newly seen pavement and store 
fronts. Billy was set on going down the ladder first. He slap-
ped Tommy on the back. 
It 1 til II II vn You re caught. he said, and I8m leader. 11 ithout 
waiting for argument he started over the ladder, feet first and 
hand.s behind- -this time sta ring into the sky, which was a lot 
pleasanter than down into the alley. 
Tomrr.y gra bbed the ladder and tilted one side. It You come 
back on here! 11 he screamed. "'l'hat isn't fair. I'm leader this 
.. 
I I II i time. You re a cheater, cheater. He cont nued to woblhle the 
ladder. 
Billy kept doggedly edging across. II II .You stop, he said 
over h!ls shoulder,. not daring to shake hiS frame with a ye 11. 
11 You vvant to ~ill me? You stop rocking this ladder, you 
?" crazy. 
-
"I'll stop when you come back! You aake me sick, you 
think you c an ge t away wi th so much! 11 As Tommy spoke t h e left 
side b oard of t he l adder dropped free of t he roof. Be c a ugh t 
it just as it dip ped , a nd jerking it bac k he unse a ted t he other 
side . The sudden t wis t a nd fall of the l adder the other way 
snatched it out of h i s grip ana_ he wa tc he c1 te 1,ror- stricken a.s 
it Vl ent down . Billy found h imee lf f a lling b a ckwards . His 
lee;s slipped_ through between t h e steps. The l a dder he ld for 
a se cond as t he fr <=:e sr i ngi nc; po.rt s t1•uck the bot tomr.t Fee ling 
11 
the l acloer beg i nn i ng to fall aga in, he d.roppecl to the gr ound , 
duc king as it s lid dow n bes i de h i m. He got to h i s f ee t , te ars 
of fear and anger in h is eyes . 
"T ha t was pretty awfu l good! That was really smart, you 
dummy . I hope you know you .ius t E:'.b cut 1-:illed me ! You come 
clown here so 's I can knock your block off ! You j ust come dov; n! 
Come on down he re! 11 
Color floodec1 be.ck in t o To mmy' s face es he s aw Billy get 
up. He be came aware that Jack wa s eating h is ba ck frenzi edly, 
yelling a t h i m. He b lushed angrily , ha lf t urning to·ward J a ck . 
II- II Le a ve off, will you? he muttered . J a c k wa s sobb ing . Tommy 
pu l led h i m to t~e edge . II ~, I bee , Billy s a ll right. Don't be 
a baby. " His hand trembled. 
A ma n poke d h i s hea d out a do or into the a lley. I t was 
the grocer. Fe looke d at Billy and t he ladder, and at Tommy 
and J a ck lean ing ove r the roof edge. He picked the step-
ladder up and lugged it inside. Af ter a moment one of the 
s kylights swung up. 11You k ids come down off the roof a nd 
hurry up!" the groe-er said , sticking his head through the 
opening and coming onto the roof. They passed him uneasisly. 
"I'm t 111 th '" he dd d e ng your mo ers. a e • II 1 II Hurry up, now. 
Outside Billy was w~iting indignantly. Tommy eyed him, 
prepared to fight. But Billy had cooled off and was r a ther 
inclined to emphasize his agility than risk obscuring it in a 
"T " fight. hat was pretty bright of you, he said. 11 If r hadn't 
12 
been pretty good at t hat sort of thing, you'd've broken my legs 
maybe my neck. II I hope you know that • . 
11 If you hadn't tried to get away with something, you mean!' 
But Tommy was on the defensive. There was none of the egotistic 
assurance of small boys in his voice. 
They walked along to school. Jack said once or twice 
that Tommy ought to say he was sorry. Tret was how much they 
thought he was in the wrong. Tommy, of course, was saying 
nothing. And Billy took it out with crowing about his exploit. 
"It all goes to prove, 11 Tommy said finally, "t:b...a.t we 
ought to take turns being leader. Then there won't be any 
It 
chance to argue • . 
"Baloney!" Billy said. 
~ . ~-
"Well, it isn't f a ir if we don't." 
ttWho cares?" 
11 I care. And so does Jacky. Don't you, Jacky? 11 
-11 ! don't know. It It's pretty good the way it is • . 
... 
"Don't you ever· want to be leader? 11 
.... . ...... 
ns ure. Why not? I say we ought to take turns. Each one 
of us ought to lead one morning. 'What do you say Jacky?" 
But Jacky didn't quite know yet what he ought to say. The 
school bell gave a heavy bong and they had to sprint the rest 
of the distance. 
The nextt. morning Tommy .started the argument again. He was 
13 
in . revolt against Billy's bossiness, and either they'd share: 
the lead or t he game would end. He was beginning to enjoy 
the ga me, but he wanted to le ad at it. 
11 I still t hink we ought to t ake turns," he said as they 
went along. 
"Well, I don't,'~ Billy said. "After what you did yester-
day, you ought to be glad we let you play at alt." 
"There wouldn't be any game if I didn't play." 
"Is t hat so? Well go ahead and quit!" Billy started 
dog-trotting off, yelling over· h is shoulder, "Follow the 
le ader! Come on, follow t he le ader!" Jack went after h im, 
yelling too. Tommy br ought up the re ar. 
"Wha t do you always have to do just wha t your brother 
says for? " he yelled a t J a ck. 11 Tl1.e troub le with you i s you 
I I I II don t know wha t s g ood for you, you dumb bunny. But t hen 
he had t o stop yelling as r un ni ng t ook his br ea t h . 
~ or was J ack listen i ng. His e yes kept i ntently on h is 
brother's back . He ha d t o cut c orners and duck oWstacles 
sometimes to stay u p with h i m, snd while he ha d no prete ns i ons 
yEl t of beat ing h i m out , he was a t l ee.s t go i ng to s tay even 
wi th tl;:;le t wo of tbem . 
Billy made it a point not to go V~ same way tw ice . He 
k.ep t off t he stree ts s s much as poss i ble, cross i ng t hem direc t -
l y a nd s t ey i ng i n b::.ckya rds a nd e mpty lots and a lle:r.7ays. : e 
h?.CJ_ no fear of dogs. Even in t heir own backya rds t hey let h i m 
14 
alone . Ee would s we e p through, yell i ng a nd Vl?. v ing h is ::trms and 
they mi ght set up B. yapping , but they didn ' t c ome at h im . J a ck 
a nd Tommy didn ' t f~ re so we ll . That was a sore po i nt with t h e m, 
and t t e y had wanted to make a rule a~a inst g oing i nto ya rds with 
b i g dog s . But Billy wouldn ' t hear of i t . Th i s morning , t h ough , 
a ha.i :ty purple cb ow dog mac1e a sna p a t Ja ck and tore h is pan t 
c uff . They stopped t he Bame a mi nute to examine for wounds . 
There was none , though t he y pretended t here was . 
tt ·le ll , I guess tha t show s you we ought to have a r ule aga i r 3t 
yards '~Ni th dogs, 11 Tommy said . tl I You don t wan t your brother to 
II 
cUe from hydr ophobia , do you? Billy looked doubtfully a t t he 
~ 
rip . II II Oltay , he sa id . 11 If he ' s going to be s o stupid , I 
g uess 'Ne 1 11 just have to watc h out for h im ." 
li T . I II t en l t s a ru le ? 
~ 
" ~ " cure , a special one for the baby. 
11You don 1 t need t o make a ny r•u l es for me! 11 J a ck s~I id. 
"Besides , I don't agree ... 
11 The 1 1 J '~ t id' ru es a re a . macte, s up • Two t o one. I · can ' t have 
my little brother getting hurt, can I? 11 
"You don't ha ve to t h ink I need any special rules. Anyway 
I II 
we all ought to agree on the rules, and I don t want this one. 
"Two to one's f air. 11 
Jack gabe up. He didn't expect to win an argument from 
h is brother, anyway. 
"Let's make tha t a rule, 11 Tommy s a id. "All voting·' s t wo 
I 
II 
to one~ or better. 
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"Sure, 11 Billy s a id, 11 t ha t' s wha t I da id. Tha t wa s my idea ~ 1 
He looke d a t Tommy i ndigngntly . 
11 Good, 11 To rnmy sa 1.c1. 11 Th t ' t h J t h .. a s .e r u .e , .. en • Don 't any-
~ . 
bOdy f Ol'ge t • • 11 
Bi lly led on , looki ng e age r ly for obstac l e s t o ove rcome . 
He took t hem f a.rther afie l d this morn ing tha n usually , a round 
b y t he pla yground . There h e duc ke d i nt o the entrance of a 
tunne 1 t ha t o ~l rrieO. the playground. b rool{ und.er the e e n ter of 
town. Ee wa s pr e pared to g o right through, but Tom my i ns i s ted 
t hey ' d be late f or s ch ool, whic h 1.'i::>,s c e rte in l y true . St ill , 
Billy T4 anted to keep on . He d8.rec1 t he m. 
"Well , let ' s vote on it , 11 Ton:my sa id. 11 That ' s wha t we 
de o i c1e d. to do , anyway. You g oing to vote t o be l ate to s ch ool , 
II J a cky? 
~ 
"You a fr ::-:_ i d t o te.ke a da:re? 11 Billy shouted a. t h is 
b r other . 
B 1 ld T . ~ d . . 1 II I a f ore J e. c \. oou e.nsvier , orr:my SO:llCL eclSlve y , vote 
we put t h i S off a.nc1 g o t h rough sor~e other time . Or •.! FJ 1 1 1 
. II 
be l ate for s ch ool . 
J a ck se.id h e thought Tommy was right . Billy was a ngry . 
"You ' re a c ouple of bab ies ! 11 he jeered. 
a dare . 11 
11You won ' t even take 
., 
11N6w you look .here ! '1 Tommy yelle d, exasperate d. II "IT .1.0U 
wanted to do t h ings by .vote , di~n ' t you ? And t hat ' s wha t we ' re 
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do i ng , aren't we! Wha t more do you want? You d idn 't t hink 
the vote would g o your way al l the t i me, I hope . Bes ides, if 
you weren' t so stup i d , you ' d know we c a n't get through there 
' 
II 
and not ge t s oake d. 
ns ure we c an . 
~ 
We c an wa lk on the i ce. 11 
11
'l'h i 111 
- - e ce. Tommy jeered. 11 That ice froze l ast night, 
that's just ab out one-millionth of a n inch t h ick. Wa l k on that 
t ]_ ]_ I ttl ice. You ta k ike you didn t know anything. 
"c " ome on, Billy said . "C ome on , I'l l show you !" He 
hurr ied a l ong the "bank t ill he c .:tme to a spot where the brool{. 
wi dened to a.bou t six f eet a no. where the ba nk s loped s r e dua lly 
to meet the wa ter . I t wa s a tiny pool. The i c e a long the edses 
was t h ick enough , but towards t he mi ddle it showed b l a ck ly t h in . 
II I I 1 ]_ , ' II h 
_ B 11 0W you . _ e Bil lv wa sn ' t looki na , 
v ~ 
ye lled , thou g h . 
t ak ing a. runnine; sl i de on t o the ice. He p l u nged. tbroug h Et foot 
o f wa ter and stood there E< nourc:n t, '.!Orcnes s . He stepped dis -
gusteo.ly for the bank , the i ce c r s. cking under him e,t ea c h step , 
he s tu i:,c ling bB.c k dogge dly . To :JE1Y anc1 J a c k yelped •,v i th de light 
eB.ch time the ice e;a ve. S illy fin :1 lly l a u.ghed , too , as l:e g o -to 
tbe ba.nk and emptied h i s :sboes . TJr:e y went straight f or schoo l 
and Billy sa t a ll day in h is we t shoes and stoc k i ngs . 
By this time t he game ~9.8 t aken for g r anted , t he thihg t' ey 
c1 ic1 in the morn i ng . Tommy , having es t 9b 1 i s hed tha t dec is ions 
VI ETS to b e mac1e by vote , wa s quick to ma. ke sure 3 il ly didn't 
d o al l the le ad ing . He persuaded Jack to vote with h im for 
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t ak i ng turns . Tha t wB.sn't bard . 
l h ·· t II ~lly shouldn t you l ead some of t he time? was h is a rgu-
me nt . And Ja ck bega n to see it the.t wa y . -iihen the s ho ' o;sn 
c B.me , and Bi l ly hElard his younge r brother vote against him , he 
~as dis s runtled but there was noth i ng be coul d do. He had to 
oBe y the r ules , though now that voting wa s t he way of it a lot 
of t he game's mag ic was l os t fo r h i m. But fo r Tommy exc i t e ment 
bad just begun to grow . Fe made it t he e xc i t e ment of abs orbed 
chi l dis h ri tua 1 r a t ht=; r tha n of new exploits. The boys kept 
the game secret, unconsciously. They didn't speak of it or t a ll 
it over during t he rest of the da y. It was simply wha t t hey 
did in t he morning . They made their rule s a s t hey went :- along, 
voting on them when there was an argument. Nobody could win at 
the game, they decided. That was Tommy's suggestion. He had 
no great feeling about winning or losing. And, anyway, itwas 
a pretty obvious thing tha.t the winner would usually be Billy. 
Billy, of course, opposed that rule. But Jack backed Tommy 
up. If you couldn't win, there were certain ways of losing, 
at any rate. You lost df you got to school five minutes ater 
the guy in front of you. The leader lost if both the others 
were late to school. That rule was bitterly discussed, and 
with heat. Tommy suggested it after Bflly as leader had 
worked things twice so tha. t only a few minutes were left to 
bell-time when they were a long way off. Then he's sprinted 
for it, and of course Jack and Tommy'd come puffing in late. 
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He did it to protest the rule that nobody could win. Two 
losers were as satisfactory as one winner, be figured. And, 
too, it was good fun. Tommy's suggestion of a rule to outlaw 
that maneuver made him pretty scornful. 
"What kind of a game is thia?" he said. 11Juet because 
I can run fastest, I lose!" 
. ,. 
11 Th t's 11 i ht 11 T id "But it isn't fair to a a r g , ommy sa • 
Jacky. n He cant run so fast. 
11
'Who cares? That's the game, isn't it?" 
"But it is n' t fa 1r. " 
.. 
11 0h. h ,-, 
, ooey • . Billy was disgruntled. 
~ -
Don't you, Jacky?" 
gets· along. 
"Sura, but who wants to be lata to school? 11 
"Let's vote on it, 11 Tommy said. 
11You vote for that I'll bust you one," Billy said to his 
brother. But Jack, determined to be independent, risked his 
II brother 1 s anger and voted for the rule • . 
..... 
"Ali· right, 11 Billy muttered, "all right, all these rules 
Where 1 a the fun? 11 
And then a mild spell gave· the game more leeway. They 
went through the settled district less often, tffiing to a little 
woods that bordered the playground, and to the playground, it-
self. Climbing trees, jumping the brook, even venturing a 
short way into the mouth of the tunnel expanded the game. 
1 
Billy led down new paths to old thrills--and to new onew, as 
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on the dB-y he ducked in t o the tunnel and started through. But 
because t he weather was mild, the water--usually a t ric kle--
wa s high . And t~e tunnel was r o~nded , so tha t wa l k i ng a long 
the edge me a nt sl i pp ing one f oo t sideways into the wa t e r 1/ith 
irr it ~ ting resul ? r ity. To~my persuaded h i m to t urn ar ound . 
i'Jever t he le ss , t hey hsc1 g one f e r E;n ough into t he g r m.'in:. do:!. r k 
a lo ng the sl i ppery , slipi ns tricts to make an exp loit of it . 
And , e:~ s To lN1Y pointed out ? ::;" i n , they \JOuld c e r t s inly have 
b e en l ate to s c bool if t · e y ' c1 kept on to e the othC::r .::: i f.l.8 of 
the buGinE;S f. ce nter. Billy s o:d d he wa nt ed to c ome bac k a ft e r 
s c h o ol and go through , but t hey di n ' t ge t to t :.:-· t . P i l.ly 
cou ld neve g one tlll"OUGh e lone , s-t nytime. But he d i dn ' t \·.'Elll t 
tl-r:?t . Ee wa n te d to t E:tke tbe othe r s \l ith him . He played the ir 
S " de j knuckled under to the rules te cause b e i d Tiant to be 
with the other s , be c a use h e Quat have f e lt tha ~ t hat was etter 
tha n r;oing it a l one . Best of a ll , thou gh , V.J O ~J lc3. hB.ve _een h is 
l es.c1 i ng there thr ou~sh ; e- nd L 1e f a ct that they n ere beginil i ng to 
rely l ess on rJ i m to show the 1va y , though hEl c ouldn ' t have 
rea lized i t , was s t ar ting to distress h i m. 
The mild spe ll ended abr uptly and more c old days set in . 
J a c k fina lly one morning go t a c hE:ul ce to le E:lc1. Al though the 
rule about a lternating in the l e a d ha d b e en passe d , Billy 
p re tty suc c eL.is fully i g nored it for a 1-vhile , a nd Tommy had 
difficulty mak ing it effective. Sti ll, the g:Stme ha d slowed 
clown , a s i t mus t do from c1a i ly p l a ying , a nd J a c k ha. d h i s c hance. 
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II •{ 1 t It 
' by do n t y ou d o somethi ng . Billy yelle d as they 
jogged along . II You heven' t d one anythi ng yet t ha t I d i dn ' t d o 
f i rst and best . You c ertB i n l y make a g ood le a der! I' m so 
aw f u lly g l ad wa c h os e you. Why , we mi ght a s well take t he 
b us with the g irls a s stall along beh ind you! 11 
That hurt. But J a ck wa s lea ding the ga ng for t he f irs t 
t i me and mak i ng sure be d i d a l l r i ght . J ust a ll right would 
be p le nty g ood enough . He burned from h i s brother ' s j ee rs , 
but he didn ' t a nswer them . Fe follo~e d a route cb out the BErne 
e fore . 
ily enoush , the re ryas none of t~ e ~ ~anconme nt of Bill~ ' s shrill 
yellin;-~. e nd i m·::n ... lls i ve a c tion . I t ws.s s. gooc1 53. me with J a. c~_ , 
not 8. rush of se l f - forg r.: t f u l ness . But his t:c ot>=~r ' :3 daris ion 
c1.id '" t i. ·:1 ":., -? nd a.s he ce.me to t he playp.; rmm cl. hE: ~ot c-~n ic ea . 
th£~t mi cht me.t.e Filly keep quiet . He rw uld t£J. k e ·hem a c ross 
the i c e ! Tl!?t v.r ould shut Billy up all right . ~fter a ll , l a st 
n i ght had been aH fulJ.y cold . I t ~-,f ,_ S ::?t ill aw f ully cold . 1ln _ 
lE was lighte r than Bil ly , lots lighte r ! He ' d like to see 
L- illy f£~ 11 in e. ft e r be ' d c otten across . Ee ' shut up t'_e :m . T_e 
vvouldn ' t l~B.ve many wise th ing s to s a y then . o J s c k •::ent for 
the b rook . Ee didn ' t s ey Emytbinc; , ut '•'ihen 5 illy s e.w where 
h e wa.s heflding , he rea.lly s t~1 rted to hoot . 
11You c r c-1. zy k i c1, 11 he yelled . 11 You ' re g o i ng to g e t s oake d 
.... 
' n I gue s s you kn ow. 
J a ck ke pt silent and stepped out onto the i ce . I t would 
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hold or i t wouldn't, he wasn't sure. The picture of his 
mocking brother's having to go through after he'd crossed was 
what he was reaching for. And tnat was enough. He inch<Jd 
along, hopeful, almost exultant as nothing gave and he was 
nearly at the center. Tben the ice gave way suddenly under 
his right foot. He tried to draw it up quickly before it got 
wet. His other foot slipped and he sat heavily on the ice. It 
cracked and he was a i tting in the water. He started to cry •. 
He screamed to hide the crying. H~' sat and cr-ied and screamed. 
Then he got up·, his pants-- dripping. 
"You hurry up and go on home and get changed, 11 Billy said 
v~ry business-like and 'bossy, givinghim a hand out of the 
brook. "And it '11:. serv.e you right if Mom's good and sore! And 
don't tell. her about yesterday, either! Go on, now. And stop 
bawling. Baby's wet his pants, isn't that enough? You don't 
. - II 
have to keep· on proving what a baby you are. 
Jack s "tarte d dismally home • What he heard of Billy.!: a 
lecture, he resented too much to ans.WeJ!t".~o" . 
Tommy and Billy went on t ·owarddschool. Tommy, when he 
had seen Jack heading for the pond, thought or a stunt that 
could get them across. After Jack failed he resolved to try 
it the next day, when he was leader. He would need to build up 
to it, though. 
11 I 1 11 bet Monday I ca n get over that br·ook, 11 he said. 
~ 
ttYou can't. Not unless you use planks, or something." 
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"I can do it without using anything, except my brains." 
-11 H6 he111 Bill . d II b 1 111 co. y sai · , you attar hope for a rea freeze. 
''Long as it doesn't melt I can do it." 
., 
"I don't believe it. You aren't a magician. What makes 
you think you can?" 
"You wait and see. You wait till I'm leader, then you'll 
" 
learn something! tt 
Tommy had a very great desire to show uvBilly. About the 
9nly way he could do it was through the game, as he had done 
when he got them. across to the store roofs. The game was be-
coming under his guidance ~ore ritual, more and more it took on 
a definite form, leaving Billy little room to excel in. He · 
could invent new feats·, but Tommy was better at improving the 
old ones, making· a ritualistic ceremony out of them. He 
waited impatiently over the weekend for Monday to arr~ve. The 
weather stayed cold and Monday found him set t ·o conquer the 
little pool. 
Billy took on a mocking tone. "W tt hat can y?._u do? he 
said. "You better've told your D'r>ther you'll be back so's 
. " 
s·he' 1·1 expect you!" 
"You wait and see, 11 Tommy said. 
- -~ 
"That's what I'm going to do. I'm just- going to wait 
and see you go right in that water, that's what I'm waiting for 
I Ihope you know how silly you: re going to look in the middle of 
I that pool. You and Jacky, you're a pair! I just wish I'd 
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brought a camera, that's all!" 
Tommy was quiet. His idea was enough for the minute. He 
went steadily for the playground,. just going through the 
motions of the game on the way. When he arrived at the 
brook he went up to the edge and looked at the ice a moment~ ~ 
He had an instant of soubt just then. Billy saw him hesitate, 
and grinned. The ice looked bluish-black and kind of thin,, 
Tommy thought. It was ridged where Jacky and Billy had gone 
through. It didn't look at all like the w~ite-gray ice they'd 
skated on that winter. Tommy's confidence in his big idea left 
him. But he lay down flat on the ice awkwardly and crawled 
out and across the brook, at first cautiously, and then, as the 
ice held, with the customary yelling and hooting that accompa-
nies real exploits. Jack followed, much impressed by Tommy's 
cleverness. Billy stood opposite them. The little pool was 
barely half again as far across as he was tall. He yelled at 
Tommy. 
"That certainly was bright! My, but you are : bright. Only 
you don't think going that way makes an~ difference, do you? 
I certainly hope not, 'cause it doesn't. The ic~ is just fro-
z·en solid, that's all. I certainly hope you don't think you 
proved anything! 11 
"What's tre matter? Don't you dare come on over? ~- .:. 
Come on, follow the leader ttl 
"I guess I'm not going to make myself silly crawling 
all over the place on my stomach. tl I guess not. 
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"Come on!" Tommy said. "You got to. Come on, play the 
game!" 
"I'm coming, but I .'mcoming my way," Billy said. "I'm 
.... 
II going to show you that ice is just plain frozen solid. He 
stepped back and ran onto the ice, beginning a slide that 
ended him·, as before, knee· deep in water. 
Tommy laughed. "Well, I guess you just did show me. I 
guess you just did1 11 Billy stepped out grimly, ignoring the 
water sloshing in his shoes, and they walked along toward 
school. Jack had changed his allegiance. 
Tommy was jubilant as he walked along. The game was 
now something he could shine at. Let Billy take them darting 
at :th1e. obstacle and that. He was bound to fail with one or 
.two. And next day those would be the ones Tommy would try. 
And he'd figure a way to beat them. That would show which of 
them was smartest. Tommy liked having· Jack on his side, too. 
That was something new. 
Keeping orr to school he suggested they make a rule to take 
the same route three times in a row. Billy objected. 
"Why do that? There 1 s no fun 1n that. That 1s dumb." 
"I think it's a good idea,'' Tommy said. ''Don't you, 
·-· 
Jacky?" 
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Jack had hardly stopped laughing at his big brother since 
. they left the playground. He nodded to agree with with Tommy. 
"You dumb brat! 11 Billy said. 
ti T tl II Jack jeered. alk about being dumb, he said, look at 
the polar bear we got with us this morning, Tommy. Look at 
the big polar bear coming along with us of"f his big ice berg! 11 
ttYou don't dare talk like that very much, ·you little wise 
guy, you'll get what's coming to you!" Jack was s·ilenced. He 
knew his brother wouldn't hesitate to carryout the threat. 
Billy, in his soaking shoes and stockings, for the second time 
had been made ridiculous. He didn't like it. His kid brother, 
at any rate, was going to know who was boas. Jack muttered 
II II f"or finale bugay bear and Billy grabbed his arm and shoved 
him onto his face. Then he yelled: for him to get up-. tl You· 
II going to do that again? . he asked harshly. Jack said nothing. 
He dropped in behind them. Tommy didn't mention- changing the 
rules aga.in that morning. For the time being the voting 
system had broken down. He hadn't sided with Jack because if a 
guy wanted to knock his own brother around that was certainly 
his own affair. 
And yet, in the following days the game was molded more 
and more to Tommy's liking. To be out and active while the 
rest of the neighborhood was still half asleep was the most 
exciting thing about it. The game, separated from the communit. 
in feeling, became so in fact. And the apartmess of the game 
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grew upon Tommy especia,lly. It mac'l.e what they did before 
school peculiarly significant, more than just habit. Now that 
control was largely:1in his hands, with Jacky's help, he spent 
much of his energy in giving it form. All the rules that he 
and Jacky established limited and defined the game. It be-
came delightful for its sameness, rather· than for the changing 
thing Billy had at first had it. The number three took on sig-
nificance. Not only did they use the same route three times 
running, but other things came to be done by threes. Hedges 
had to be uumped three times. Any order, like 'Follow the 
Leader', had to be ;yelled three times. Thez.oe were· other rules 
they made up, or that just developed. · 'I'b.e leader couldin't 
take them along a street, had to cross directly with a swimming 
mot~on of the arms, for roads were great rivers. Gravel in dri 
vee had to be hopped on, and eement. Water, where found, in 
large puddles, brooks or ponds had to be spit in, three times. 
They zig-zagged across open fields like the Infantry. They 
ha4 to run on grass· and walk on dirt paths. The p!ayground 
tunnel was taboo. They could throw stones in it and. listen to 
them echo, but they couldn't enter. 
Most of these rules passed t•o· to one. It wasn't B~illy' a 
game. Billy liked to run. He liked to lead at a steady 
dog-trot, going headlongand breathless t ·oward what might occur. 
This slowing of the pace took away the thrill and most of the 
1 ~un. He tried not to pay much attent~on to the rules when he 
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led, but he always had Tommy there to catch him UP'• Some of 
the rules he liked well enough. Now spitting in water three 
times, that was p~Dper. 
Eventually the whole route to school, every conceivable 
kind of landmark came to have its place in the scheme, to de-
mand its special response. This had an undeniable fascination. 
Sometimes Tommy and Jack glowed with the ardor of their 
ceremony. Billy, too, found himself" looking for the next pre-
destined deed, performing it religiously. They often had 
wonderful' hot debate-s as to what actually was prescribed, de-
bates in which they lost bhemselves reasoning at the tops of 
their voices. Tommy was as unfailing in digging up· precedents 
and evolving new rules as Billy had been in inventing new 
stunts. Sometimes Billy had an idea, as when they were 
thinking up rules for the playground woods. 
"under the trees is diff'erent, 11 Billy said. 11You can 
II do what you· like there. 
"Why is it different'?·~ Tommy asked. 
-. 
"Because it is. Under trees is always diff"erent. Re-
member Robih '' Hood?'* 
Tommy thought. "What about Robirr Hood? 11 
*'He lived under the trees and did what he wanted." 
"They had all sorts of rules, 11 Tommy said sneering. 
11 He broke the law, 11 Billy said hotly. 11You know that. 
"" 
He did just what he wanted when he was in the woods ·. 11 
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"They had their own rules, lots of them! 11 
Jack broke in. "Sure, that's right. They had different 
uniforms for every time of the year, and they had all sorts of 
signals. Why, they had even .!!!2.!!!. rules in the woods. 11 
'~That's got nothing to do with it, anyway, 11 Billy said. 
"Who cares what the silly Robilll' Hood book did." 
11You do! 11 Tommy's mind was over-bearingly logical at the 
moment. "You started it and now you're wrong and you're 
It backing out. 
"I am not! I just think the game is lots better without · 
all these rules. And it is, and you know it is!" Billy turned 
to Jack. 11You liked it better the way it was, didn't you? 
Didn't you!" 
. ... 
Jack was under too much pres sure to be sure·. "I like it 
both ways," he said hopefully. 
"You are a dumb brat. You know darn well it was . better 
before and you won't say so. Well~ I don't careJ I'm .sick 6t 
this dumb game, anyway. It isn't fun anymore. It's just a 
bunch of rules. I'm going to quit!" 
"You can't do that," Tommy s a id. 11 . II You got to play. 
-
"I'm going to quit if you make a lot of dumb rules about 
the woods." 
"Let's vote," Jack said hurriedly. II II I vote against it. 
"Good, 11 Billy s a id. "At l ast you've got s orne sense. I 
" do, too. 
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"Okay," Tommy said. ttLet the baby have his pie, I don't 
care. We' 11 say the woods - are the leader's kingdom and he 
It does whatever he wants there. 
"That's how it ought to be all the time," Billy s a id. 
11 This is the dumbest gsme of Follow the Leader I ever played. 
Who is the 'leader 1 , a nyvray~ Lotta rules ! 11 
But Billy lost h is a r gument through the following days 
more often than he -v on it. Re coulo. not a lways threaten to 
quit whi le Jack and Tommy shoed no signs of wanting to. And 
j
1 
he had t o 
I forma lity 
1 appeal of 
f ollow along and make the bes t of it whi le t he 
grew always t hicker. That didn't suit him much. The 
the new approach to t he ga me penetrated to h i m on ly 
begun with so much verve was now the morning routine. He had 
his chance every day or so to lead, but he was so busy obeying 
the rules that he didn't have opportunity to get. his headlong 
pace moving. A game they played daily had, perhaps, to slow 
down in tempo. But he cou1rdn' t see the use of playing at all 
if not at full speed. When he had led them over the garage top 
and up and down trees, doing things they didn't know they could 
do, that had been something, a game for him. But now nearly 
• 
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every little letterbox and cement s idewalk demanded something 
of him, some gesture. And he couldn't understand why Tommy 
and Jacky enjoyed that so. 
Finall~ a morning came that forbade him to go along. It 
was cl.ear and warm. The air seemed to buoy him up as he swung 
down the front path, and he gave a shout of' ple r,sure. He saw 
'
1
'ommy by the gate and yelled ttFollow the leader! u starting 
to run past him. Then he remembered that this was Jack's morn-
ing to lead. Tommy shouted the same thing at him. He f'elt an 
impulse to sweep all that ftoolishnesa · away. 
"We're going to play Follow ~ leader . this morning , 11 
.., 
he shouted, "and have some fun' at it! I'm going to lead right 
through the tunnel, today! 11 
"Ybu can't j!' 'Tommy said. tti led yesterday and you led 
the day before, so now it's Jacky's turrr." 
"Who cares! Who cares about whose turn it is. If I don't 
lead today, I'm not going to play at all. And I mean it." 
11 That ian' t fair, 11 Jack aaid. 
"Why! Why ian' t it fair? You and your fairness! Why 
should you~· lead'l Come on, follow the leader! I said it, 
I ' m it! Come on! 11 
., 
11You just wait a minute!" Tommy yelled. But Billlf had 
started off and Jack followed the old cr~. Tommy had no 
choice. II t You just wait. it '" 11 You wa • . he ye . ·ed. 11You can't 
'· 
break the rules! 11 He was breathless from running and yelling. 
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Billy paid no attention. He was yel l ing himself. The old 
war cries, the taunts- thrown out against the trees and feces 
he intended to humnle. 
ttHere -' s that old apple tree, that old turret, that old 
1 Eiffel Tower! Everybody up the top· and twic~ around and 
dowrr! 11 He scrambled up and Jack followed. But Tommy waited 
below and when Billy swung down he caught him by the shoulder. 
"There! You're caught, now, and I'm going to be leader!" 
... 
Billy pushed roughly past him. 11You didn't climb the tree, 
dummy!" he said. ttYou can't catch till you've done what the 
leader's done,'~ he yelled over his shoulder. 
"Come on! u Jack yelled, "come on! Follow the leader!" 
To rrmy grabbed his arm. 11You wait right here. 11 
"You leave me e.lone! 11 
II t 1 - II You wait here, and I 11 leave you a one. 
11Let go my kid brother, 11 Billy said turning back, "or I' 11 
take hold of you for sure·!" 
tti 1 11 let go all right. I want to get this game settled! 
It isn't any fun if you won't play by the rules! 11 
11 I do! You didn' t c'lim'b the tree. n 
... --
"You didn't do any of the things you were supposed to. 
You didn't yel! three times, you didn't hop' on the sidewalk, 
and it wasn't your turn to begin with. How can we have any 
!un if you don't play right?" 
"I do· 1 ' p ayr right. It's stupid the way you play it. Aak 
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anybody how to play Follow the Leader. Everybody plays my way. 
Your way is dumb. It's just plain crazy! 11 
11 I don't care~" Tommy shouted. 11 It's just a fact that it 
isn•t ·any good your way!" 
.. ~ 
"It's a fact it isn't any yours!" 
They argued hotly and shrilly for a long time. Gradually 
Jack came to be yelling on Tommy's side. And Billy felt his 
cheeks growing red and he backed up against the tree and 
tried to shout them down. He was filled with a great exas-pera-
tion. He couldn't yell loud enough to get his irritation out-
Side himself', and overwhelm them with it. He didn't care about 
the game any more. He wanted to let them know what he thought 
of their silliness-, though. 
"The fact is," he shouted, II your game is a lot of silly 
-
make-believe. 'Let's pretend'. 11 
"So's yours, so's yours! Why, ~verything you say .is- pre-
tending! You're leaning against the Eif~le Tower, you are! 
You're Admiral Byrd, you are! 'Let's- pla~ dol!s' ·1 always 
expectl.d you t d say next! 11 
Gradually the argument exhausted itself. They walked alon 
together· toward the school, cutting off through the playgound 
from habit. Billy saw the brook and the tunnel entrance and he 
I thought of suggesting they go through, today. They were early, 
and wouldn't be late for school. He CQUld lead them straight 
through, sloshing barefooted in the water. It would be swell 
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fun! :~_ Then he saw that a new metal barrier had been placed 
across the mouth of the tunnel. The bars were painted a bright 
orange. The three of them ran up, to examine it. Billy could 
get his head between the bare but the space was too narrow for 
hie body. 
"See," he said, nnow we can't ever, go through. They shut 
us out f 'or good! That's what you get· for not going with me 
when we ha.d the chance. 11 
~ 
"What's the difference?" Tommy said. "What ' 9' the di f'f e r-,. 
..., 
. II 
ence whether we ever went through that old tunnel? 
They continued on. But Billy, who had shrugged his should-
ers to Tommy's question, was wis-hing that, after all, he had 
gone through alone, sometime. It wouldn't ha.ve been any fun, 
though, he thought. He saw Tom~ making some swimming motions 
as they crossed a street. ttwhat're you· doing that for? 11 he 
said. "We aren't playing that dumb game anymore!" 
. ... 
Tommy stopped making the gesture. 11No dumber than yours," 
he said. 
nwe could've gone through that tunnel, if you hadn't been 
--
1 " scared.
"We didn't ever have time," Tommy said with irritaicm. 
"Anyway, doesn~· t make any difference. n 
"It'd 1 ve been fun, SlWel! fun, 11 Billy said. 
hopping on cement. I II Hopscotch. , 
. ... 
tt I Better n 
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SECTION II 
Adam's Soul 
Adam' Timmerson sipped his beer and looked somgrely 
about him, waiting ~or his two friends. He didn't like the 
taproom. It was merely the unadorned cellar of the upper-
classmen's cafeteria, lowceilinged and bare walled, all a 
whitish gray painted over brick and plaster. Frequent squat, 
square columns bulge·d up from a concrete floor. Adam had 
placed himself at one of the second-hand wooden tables the 
college had dug out of storage, so that a modern design red 
orange and pink juke box was partly hidden by a column. He 
twisted slightly to avoid the sight and glanced at the one 
narrow widow flattened between the ceiling on the inside and 
the ground on the outside. Snow covered it. Six yellow naked 
bulbs stuck in sockets at regular intervale of ceiling lit 
every part of the room despite the columns. This especially 
annoyed Adam. Shadows, he thought, interesting shadows from 
soft lights sparingly placed would have been one redeeming 
feature. But here was a battery of garish bulbs. And the 
cables crawling between them on the ceiling~ It was a dreary 
place. He wondered that he had come so early, tasting the 
beer. Beer made things misty for him in a hurry. He went 
slow with it. He stared at the long side wall with tables 
pressed against it, and chairs piled on top of them and on 
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each other, waiting for the evening crowd to take them down. 
The taproom was particularly dismal when few students were 
there. Adam looked at the blank wall again. Why didn't 
they do something w.ith that? Two-tone it, or even splash a 
few murals on? He could do that for them. He'd painted 
enough acres of female flesh for the fraternity bar. Acres, 
he mused, pink and fat, dark and .lithe. Here, for the general 
throng, he could do a more public ,theme. Do the theme more 
publicly. No, after all, it would have to be football players, 
perhaps. Or campus scenes. And in odd places maybe a little 
Art. That tree trunk on South Campus with the comical bulges, 
he had a sketch that caught that. Even if none of these Phil-
istines, the pro~ included, had ever laughed at it. Adam 
swallowed his beer. All he had to do was get permission. 
He felt better. He had no intention of really painting 
the wall, or making a move to do so. But having thought of 
it made him quite happy. He would, perhaps, introduce the 
idea jokingly to his friends, and if they thought enough of 
it to want to see about arranging things with the authorities--
well, maybe he'd go along. He wouldn't speak 'to his friends 
right away, though. He wanted to live with the idea a little 
longer. He ' .d like to do a lurid caricatire of that juke box. 
1 But his touch was not for such things. He had a quiet touch, 
he thought. He thought it sadly but serenely. He felt that 
with coming to think of his powers as less than universal he 
I 
·II 
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entered maturity. The mind, he thought, stands off from the 
soul more and more critically as we mature, noting it's 
weaknesses and its strengths, directing its endeavors. The 
mind might indulge the soul someti mes, as he was doing now, 
let it play with ideas like toys, knowing that a will to ful-
fill t hem was undesirable and unnecessary. The mind grew old, 
but the soul was always raw and baby new, he thought. It was 
vital to keep t he soul that way, and to make the mind apart, 
so the soul could always be fresh and new and tender. With his 
mind he intended to meet the world and with his soul to 
enjo y living. Life and living, t hey were different things. 
Adam had first admitted to having a soul when the rhyme 
required such a word in some verse he wrote. After that he 
took it over for his thoughts. He had formed a pretty good 
idea of hiS soul. It was small (he was small) and vibrantly 
warm. It was, of course, fri ghtfully sensitive. With it he 
had hoped quietly to enjoy living. There were in physics, he 
knew, three states of matter: gaseous, liquid, and solid. He 
liked whimsically to think of his place in life as with the 
solids, a molecule vibrating in position. And he linked tf1..1s 
with the classic Greek idea of'' variation within a form. 
The fact is, for a young man of the artistic tempera-
ment who nevertheless was too timid to want freedom, he had 
already well established his own priva te reasons for never 
acting. He found among the professors, some who would under-
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stand h im. So f a r a s he knew, there was no one in t he student 
body who could or would. Tha t was why he gg_ ve so little 
t h ought to t he two friends wh o were. coming to drink beer. It 
a mus e d h i m t h3t ne i ther of them knew the othe r was c omi ng , or , 
indeed , knew the other to beg in with . It amused h i m a nd ga ve 
h im a f ee ling of p l ea s ure, f or he s o se l dom was t h6 a r rsn -er 
of a nyth ing . Even a th i n~ s s c omp l ete l y t r ivi a l as t h is . 
Well, he 1-:-a d not arranged i t exact l y . H e had met Bill on 
I c aiilpus ,. and B111 ha.d been v-ery e nt hus ias t ic e ft er thre l3 
years 'ho see:' and had wanted very much t o s e e t he semes te:r•' 
I 
I' 
I 
o:tf' r i ght with a real get-together. He insisted eo on the 
taproom that--gloomy as it was--Adam consented. He had been 
eo insistent, in. fact, that Adam was sure he had something 
pretty definite on his mind h e wanted· to b:r>ing up. Adam 
desired nothing so little as to pic~ uva ~onstant friendship 
with his one-time roommate aga in. Bill had beerr wi thout 
thoughts· tentatively as a Freshman -and it was obvious to Adam, 
even from the short meeting that afternoon, that three years 
of the army hadn't changed him. Vacuity in a case, he thought, 
that was just it. You wanted to get at Bill' , but there were 
only the smooth surfaces of hiS manner to grasp at. All or 
him was right there in h is handshake. In a group- he led the 
conversation on standard topics eagerly. At the beginning of 
their Freshman year he had been a great success. He barged 
in everywhere and took over. At table in Freshman Commons 
I 
I 
__j 
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made everybody introduce himself, led the conversation:, 
ushed, indeed, through all. the reticences of newly met people 
in new surroundings with his insistent yet awkward assumption 
!that they were, actually, all of the same type, only needing 
o be bound together. This latter he was there to do. 
No, Adam wouldn't care to start in with him again. For 
hat reason he had asked his Freshman roomate to come and sit 
r ith them tonight. 
r hatever Bill had on 
/He wanted s ?me thing, 
He hoped that the third person would make 
his mind to demand a little easier to duck.. 
of that Adam was sure.· He remembered we 11 
enough that their Freshman year together had been a succesion 
of the things Bill got out of him He had Adam figured for an 
easy target and Adam knew it. His soul shuddered, viO.rating 
[indignantly. He frowned and gulped his beer. His gaze wanderdd 
back to the wall. Anyway, .this whole thing with Bill--whatever 
it proved to oe--would have nothing to do with Reality. For 
of' course Reality centered in his soul and his soul was only 
interested right now in the wall. And interest enough, too, 
Adam thought, returning ea,gerly to considering his murals. Now, 
t here \VOuld be no point in ma;ke ing them a grand sweep, a con-
tinuous panorama. These cursed pillars blocked the view. He 
would have to have the wall cut into small frames. a sequence 
of pictures. Or separate- entities. Damn the unity! He'd have 
1 more fun with each frame alone. 
But now that he had been thinking about what Bill would 
I 
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want--or rather had been fearing that B:ill wanted something--
he w~s unable to enjoy himself. 
He smiled briefly because he was s·o sure Bill wanted some-
thing. The war had been a beneficial thing .in that respect, 
he tho~ht. He'd · ~urely gotten a perspective on his old 
roommate after three years. He recalled when they had both 
been he Alers for the schoo+ paper and Bill had :f'ound it 
convenient so may times to have somebody take his night shift. 
Especially he remembered when they had both bee·n -trying to 
pledge the same fraternity. He discovered that Bill had made 
the brothers understand he and Adam were agreed to pledge only 
if both wer·e taken. That ce~e out on the final night of pledg-
ing and nearly cost Adam his chance to join. But the brother 
1
who had been his sponsor checked with him and he denied any 
such arrangement. Then Bill had been burt! Before the who·le "~ 
mess ended Adam· had 'Been-... ,ppetty:··well convinced that somehow 
1 
he bad dcme Bill an awful wrong, that an agreement- -an uner-
standing--had existed as far as Bill was c oocerned,, and that 
~ticking by Adam had cost him a chance in several houses,. just 
because Adam insisted on the one. By now, however, Adam no 
longer believed he'd been wrong. He knew Bill's good fellow-
Ship, his blunt, hearty attack on stra;ngers had never besppken 
anything· further than a curious desire. to. establish everybody 
as part of his group·. Tre wave of his arm that swept them · into 
the charmed circle also seemed to prevent him from catching 
=====fie- 'ri=tre=a=ny=en-e9Yf==t!l'e m. He- a-rms==f"'r=D-ruening=pe-op-l-'9 1=n~s-~A==',=-ll===== 
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I 
but no han ds; with which to single them out. You couldn 1 t get I 
hold of him, Adam thought. It came to that. He was too well J 
satisfied that everyone should owe him theduee or· a fellow 
classmate. He apparently .wanted nothing more, although 
Adam fa 1 t tha-t c ouldn 1 t be. 
A few more students ha d come into the taproom. New ties, 
new sweaters from Christmas were on display. None, Adam thought 
with an inward nudge to his soul, so striking as hie ma tched 
orange tie and big furry ear muffs. A wonderfully artistic 
one-two punch, he thought whimsically. He WO 'Jld come into a 
room with those tremendous ear muffs--of an orage that while 
it might not be sickiening, did stay with you when you 
closed your eyes--and when the sensation from them had died do1111n 1. 
he would leisurely remove hie coat and there- was the tie,. pre-
cleely the same distract·ing hur. The performanc~ had come 
Ito be looked for these first few days, though he supposed 
·interest would fade. 
I 
Well, the thing had been amusing. He had been gi ve:n the 
tie by his folks, out rageous as it was, and had bought the 
ear muffs to wear at home in subtle protest. Of course none ~~of the folks got it. They thought he Ukec!. the color! Adam 
1
1
sighed. Tge homefront was a battle forever lost. Now the I . 
r h0le incident had run itS COurSe and he I d be glad tO pUt 
~way the tie and throw.cout the ear muffS·. He admitted readily 
enough to himself tha.t he had enjoyed makin a sensation, slight 
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as it had been. He' selfom made one. This had been the first 
bit of planned acting he had indulged in. If the means had 
not been thrust upon him he certab1ly would never have 
worked it up. He knew perfectly w~ll thathe was never funny 
unless he acted the buffoon, and he refused to do that. And 
yet, after all, this way he had of thinking about his soul was 
perhaps some sort of inverted buffoonery. Well, well. What 
one beer and his damnable habit of thinking on and on about 
things would do. No, this thing about his soul wa.s a manner 
of speaking,maybe~ but it was real, too. He was· sure of that. 
1
It expressed something for him. 
\ Adam tilted his empty glass and slik it back and forth on 
J he table on edge, wondering if he should have another beer or 
r ait. Bill came into the taproom. He spotted Adam's slight 
~·igure immediately and bought two ales at the counter, a akeshift· affair betwee,n two pillars. He sat down beside. Adam. I 1 dam didn't notice Bill, as he was once more examining the wall. 
~ ~e had two things he wanted tonight. First, he wanted to be 
;idam' s roommate again. It had been a comfortable existence 
I ~efore the war. Second, if h could not accomplish his first 
J rject--and somehow he had· his doubts--he would like to have 
II . 
t dam sponsor him for his fraternity. That was his real aim. 
Ne'd come back to college at the age of twenty-five to get a 
I 
\\ degree so he could get a good job. A fraternity p i n would make 
~t that much ea,s ie~. Of' course, hw would like too have friends, 
also. Adam would be a fine place to s~art. 
11 W 11 11 e ., Bill said finally, pushing an ale in front of 
- -
Adam·, 11 have an ale and say something! 11 He grinned. 
Adam turned fromlooking at the wall. 110h, hi! 11 he said. 
"I dtdn' t seec you come in. Say, I'm drinking bee-r. Thanks 
anyway. I'l't stick to the one, I guess. You keep this." 
·1 
110h, no'. I b ht it f N o take it' 11 oug . or you. . . o, y u · , • . 
.. 
"r don't know if it t,s a good idea to mix theni~ 11 
11 Take it! Take it! Don't be foolish, Adam·. It's all 
- I II 
the same, beer al~--what . s the difference? 
Adam looked at Bill's grinning face. He was atter some-
.ri. dam took the ale. II rp,_ II .Luanks, he said. thing, all right. He 
started pour~ng it into his glass. 
11 Y lik 1 d 1 t ? 11 ou e a e, on yorr Bill said suddenly. 
-"'\ 
110h, yes, very much. 11 Adam's soul rippled at the lie. 
Adam smiled. It was all right to smile. HiS detachment allowe~ 
/ him to give in to people. Tha t was a bit of iro~y only his 
soul understood. 
"Say! 11 Bill said, "that tie's the same color as those ear 
muffs you had on today. :My God, Adam! 11 
"It's a kind of joke," Adam said. He put hishand up to 
loosen the tie as if to take it off·, but he stopped himself. 
Adam left his tie outside ' his sweater. His gaze wandered 
back to the wall. Bill watched him, letting the conversation 
lapse. He had forced things so in the afternoon, he felt he 
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should go slow tonight• But adam wasn't helping much. Bill 
had had a rather bad t~me of it the two days he'd been back. 
The few old friends he'd met had not been cordial. They hadn't 
a eked wherehe was living. Their conversation had always 
ended vaguely. "s ee you around. Drop·- in at the house when-
., 
feel like it. It It was strange college he ever you a now, 
thought. There wasn't the old spirit. It made him une asy. 
When he saw Adam by chance on t he campus he greeted him 
enthusiastically. Not wanting to lose him, he - suggested 
meeting that -night at the tapro om. Since then he'd decided 
to grab onto him, re-cement an old friendship. It seemed 
perfectly natural. 
They both kept silent. Adam had run through all the 
conventional questions tha t afternoon in the street. He had 
determined now that the best way to make sure Bil l 's scheme--
supposing he had one- --shouldn't work, would be to make him 
take the initiative. Adam would fill in with heavy pauses. 
After a while Bill would get the idea, even if h were still 
as thick-skinned as he had been their Freshman year. But 
Adam couldn't do it. He'd hoped the pauses would embarrass 
Bill, and f'ound t hey were distressinghimself. Bill just sat 
back and Adam, partly turned away from him toward the wall, 
grew uneasy waiting, felt the silence stifling, and decided 
that he couldn't go on. He looked at Bill and Bill smiled 
easily but said nothing. 
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"Well, are you planning to g o backon the paper, Bill 11 
Adam said. 
11 If they'll give me a decent job. I'd've been pretty 
high up on thebusiness staff by this time, you know, except 
II for the war. 
"Well, 11 Adam said, "maybe you'll have better luck than 
I did. I looked things over in the Fall when I first got 
back, but they had s o many guys who's returned all at once 
that there weren't enough jobs to go around. I decided to 
" forget it. 
-11Yah," Bill said. "Sure, that's just what they wante·d 
you to do. You know as well as I do that the admirdstration 
promised when we left tha t jobs would be given out according 
to seniority when we got back. I've been investigating. That 
business manager t hey got now is some '46' I never heard of. 
II That's a full year behind me. 
~ 
Adam shrugged. "They can't reorganize the staff every 
II time somebody new comes back. 
11 M:aybe not, 11 Bill grinned. II But t hey can sure find a 
spot for me somewhere! II They will, too. 
-
''Do ..,u you expect to be business managerr Adam s pok6Hlight-
ly, but be was t hinking i t wa s quite pos s ible Bill did. 
"Well , I ought t o be . But I r a ther doubt it . No , but I 
do e xpect a damn good job of so me sort. And you ought t o be 
there, too , Adam . II Tbey cgn uee goocl art ·w ork . 
.. I , . . •.. :;·. ·····' ' '· :.01""·.·.'~" • . " '·,· • . i ' 
,, 
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s t B. nding. And yet he knew that probably Bill would succeed. 
He would simply go and ask and demand and explain. He wculd 
be so good-natured and yet so persistent taht the editors and 
administration·, having failed to brush him off, wou.ld give him 
what he wanted--orsomething like it. 
Adam thanked God that he was no loger on the staff. What 
Bill would want of him in that case would have been obvious, 
then. He would have got Adam talking with him about a job and 
then later on Adam would have found that Bill had been quOting 
hi~ to the editors, had presented him him as a chief backer. 
He had done that sort o! thing before! Bill, Adam thougfut, 
fools himself as well as everybody else. Or rather he doesn't 
fool anybody else, but .he has such a simple and one-sided idea 
' of friendship· that he sails along, unconse,.C'.usl;w using people, 
probably thinking everything he says is true. Adam frowned. 
!3ill was a nonentity, a fool. Why did he sit here and talk to 
him'? And he was so unmanageable. Adam could talk to him, 
could say this and that, imply indifference !>!'dislike, still, 
at the end, he would discover Bill had gotten from the talk 
just what he wanted, hsd conceived promises Adam never made, 
obligations and understandings Adam wanted no part of. .dill wa 
'like a big hulking steamer, out of control, drifting in a 
current of its own choosing, destructive and oblivious. Bill's 
simplic1t,r was like the ship's inertness, Adam tihought. S:et 
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in motion it was a terrifying force, terrifying because you 
could only resist it with an opposite force. And how could he 
be uncivil to the good-natured boy sitting across· the table 
there? And yet a boy who tomorrow no doubt would be taking ad-
vantage of him in ways that indicated anything except simple-
ness. Adam was baffled. He shrugged and nodded nervously 
to what Bill was soying about an old classmate on the paper 
whom they both knew and who told Bill he was going to see the 
editor for him. Probably told him he's seen the editor be-
fore him, Adam explained wryly to his soul. The soul buckled 
cc,nvulsively. Adam grinned. 
ne began to feel more relaxed. Appar~ntly Bill didn't 
have anything special he wanted, or maybe he had thought Adam 
! was still on the paper and could help· him there. The taproom 
had pretty well filled up. Someone had gone off' with the other 
chair from their table without Adam's having noticed. Pe~haps, 
anyway, his roommate wouldn't be coming. He hadn't wanted to, 
being just a kid and not drinking, and had only agreed, because 
Adam begged him. He was a little in awe of Adam's painting 
and of the poems Adam had had published in the literary rraea-
zine. Adam found that rath ~r pleas;n'lt. They saw very little 
of each other, of course, one being a Freshr~an and the other a 
Senior. 1t " Yet Adam had been pleased when Light had wanted to 
keep on· as his roommate the s~cond semester. Really, in many 
ways it was an excellent thing to have a roommate you just saw 
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on the fly. Adam usually found that people's little habits, 
their one line of thought sooner or later began to irl"itate him 
He watched for the inevitable reaction to a set circumstance 
and was annoyed to seei t carried through. One friend•·.he ,_mse.d 
to eat with would always order steak. If there was no steak 
1 he would have lamb. If there was no lamb he would take the 
most expensive item ori the menu and nibble at it. Such episodef 
were chronicly annoying for Adam. Then crowaed condi tiona 
after the war had forced him to take a roommate. Despite 
forebodings he was glad of it now. They got along. Light, 
playing the role of a meek Freshman, enjoyed humorously defer-
ring to Adam's age- and __ _ wisdom. 
ui have a wuestion for you·, Sir. tt 
" " Is it in good form, precist. and grammatical? 
~ 
"It is, Sir." 
uThen state your query." 
"How is it, Sir, that one of your artistic l'lotions cen 
s mre so crudely?" 
"Do I not snore rythmically and is there not a kind of 
ryhme? 11 
" 
."You snore. in f 'its and starts, Sir." 
~ 
"Just so, the modern movement. ~e times are asthmatic, 
young man. t~ 
Just enough of a b !O'sis of real admiration· was in Light's 
playing to please Adam's ego very much. And then Light knew the 
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value of silence. They could s~udy an entire evening and not 
feel the necessity of talking. Silence was a very fine thing, 
Adam thought. Now Bill there apparently valued it, too. He 
sat so patiently sipping his ale. 
nw· he t i Bill?" re are you s ay ng, Adam asked solicitously. 
He motioned to the student waiter for two ales, put a dollar 
on the table. He was feelin g that he h ad been rather cold 
toward Bill. Now that it appeared Bill had no designs on him 
he regretted his unfriendliness. 
"Where're you staying?" he repeated. 
-111
•T h t II "'"'ill S id 11 They put "" i ith 1 1.~ow ere, ye , . n a • mg. n w a coup e 
of Freshmen, but I'm not staying there, haven't even uppacked. 
They drive me crazy, those Freshmen, always kidding around. 
Don't go to bed till three in the morning. One of them got a 
tremendous carton of firecraclcers from Chicago and lit a 
Goddamned 88 under my bed last night, about two it was·. I 
went through his things this morning, doused a bunch of cherry 
bombs in the wash basin and gave him hell. That s ·tuff" just 
doesn't go with me anymore. I'm moving out. You can't mix 
war-vetePans with high school kids. It just won't work." 
The waiter brought the ales and left Adam's change on the 
table. The table had been dry, but was now wet irr several 
places from the bottles that had been immersed in a chest of 
cold water, and also from Adam's having spilled a little ale 
in pouring. He spilled some this time too. He liked to fill 
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his glass carefully to the brim and although he kept his eye 
on the glass and stopped pouring just at the right moment, 
nevertheless, surprisingly, the glass overflowed. He knew he 
had better go slow for he was obviously becoming a little tight. 
He remembered what Bill had been saying and had an amusing 
picture of Bill's lecturing the Freshmen. Straight-shooting 
Bill would hate to be ignored in his favorite field of proper 
conduct and good fellowship. "Did your lecture have the right 
effect?" he ad.ked. 
~ 
"It did not! As a matter of fact, when I went out this 
morning the ducb brats put my bed out in the hall, took the 
mattress up on the third floor, put the springs in thelatrine, 
. II 
and just generally had a hell of a good time. Bill leaned 
toward Adam. "When I saw you this af'ternoon, I was all decided 
t~ move out. And what I'd like an awful lot is to move back in 
II 
with you again. 
Adam was silent. Bilt sat back and poured out a glass of 
ale. with studious care, slanting the glass and watching the 
slight foam. Adam thought first he would very simply and 
gracefully ref'.use. He had a roommate and there was no space .• 
But it came out aWkwardly, almost guiltily, and phrased in a 
way he did not mean at all. 
"Well, Bill, 11- he said, "That's awfully nice of you. But 
I've got a roommate, a kid Freshman I can't just~.:kick out. 
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Alth hit ld h b i i · tbi Bill." . · oug w ou ave e en n c e , a very n c e . ng , 
11 0h, you're kind of in my predicament, then! 11 Bill 
laughed and waved his hand. "W . . ell, · never nrind. I s hould've 
got here earlier and made arra~gements. But the army didn't 
tl h see it may way, of course. e shrugged and grinned. IIA . nyway, 
forget it. It was just a thought. I'm glad you'd've liked to 
share a room, though. I certainly would've liked being in with 
you again." 
II 1 II Oh, yes, yes. It would ve been nice, Bill • 
.. 
11 ! know what liv~ng with Freshmen is like, 11 Bill said. 
11You don't have to tell me. 11 
"Well, actually, this guy isn't so bad, 11 Adam said 
hurriedly. 11 ! mean we get· along fine. II 
"Sure, sure." Bill grinned and made a vague gesture. 
"Forget the whole thing, 11 he siad. 
"He may be coming over later, 11 Adam said. 11You can meet 
him. I II I d like to have you. 
"Did you room with him in the Fall? 11 
"Yes, I didn't think at first it would work out, but it 
has very well, Bill. I II He s really a fine fellow. 
"Still, you can't have much in common. with him, I suppose.' 
B :Hl spoke reae onably ,. as if finding excused for Adam' e luke-
warmness about hie roommate. He looked at Adam understandingly 
"He can't be very--stimulating?--ie that it?. For some one of 
II your abilities, that is. 
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My dear God, Adam thought, I'd forgotten how crude he 
could be. 11You make me sound like some sort of a snob,Bill 11 
he said aloud. 
II II II Oh, no, not that at all, Bill said. I feel the way 
you do. It's certainly not snobbish to admit a Freshman and a 
Senior have different interests. Especially when the Senior haf 
not only been through the war, but has special inteeests besidef, 
like painting and poetry, that most high school kids don't give 
II 
a damn about. No, I can see your point perfectly we-11. 
Adam sat back and drained his ale. He stared, harassed, 
into Bill's face, his rounded face, his pleasant formless face, 
his earnes boyish face. Adam was dismayed· that he had given 
Bill an opening to misinterpret him. The great hulk was loose. 
Bill, he decided, was an unsolvable problem. Most people 
molded themselves a face. fhey jutted out ·their jaw or they 
drew their mouth down, or they raised their eyebrows. They 
let you know what they were and what they stood for. But Bill 
still had his nice adolescent features. Adam didn't know, 
couldn't tell whether Bill was JY:st being pleasant, was 
dwelling on this coldness he had imagined- between Adam and 
Light because he wanted to agree with Adam, or whether he was 
misinterpreting- what Adam had said because it would be pleas-
anter for hisown purposes that way. Whichever it is, Adam 
told himself, he is very simple. If he's trying to be pleas-
ant he's implying I'm a snob. Ifhe's mangling my' remarks on 
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purpose, he's the only one he's convincing. Anyway, it surely 
1 doesn't matter. Let him think what he wants. It's no con-
cern of mine how he thinks. 
A wa1 ter brought tw,o more ales and Adam fingered the coins 
in front of him, but Bill paid. 11 ! don't really want anymore," 
Adam said. 11 ! can't drink much beer, you know. Get all filled 
II 
up and heavy on just a few. 
-. 
110h, well, ha e t his one 11 v - ' Bill s a id. "r owe- it to you." 
"Okay, thanks, Bil1. 11 Adam couldn't remember, but he thou-
B nw 1 t rl ght il! was ahead of him. .!~ asn this my round? he said. 
Bill didn't answer. 
Adam did feel heavy. He put his hand_, to his mouth and 
tried to burp. He couldn't, and he shook his head. Well, he 
would be g oing back to his room soon. Light wasn't coming, 
that seemed pla in, and Bill was far from interesting company. 
There was just nothing about Bill. He just didn't matter. 
Adam wanted to leave, too, before he ma de another mistake. He 
gazed mi s t i ly around t he room. Pe ople wer e going . -It was 
l ate, t hen. He cou ld beg i n t o he ar t he juke box aga in ab ove 
the v oices. And there was the wall ! Oh , yes, my soul , come 
out and let us play ~ He grinned . Buffoonery it was . Oh , 
li e: well- - . uay , Bill . Bill, don't you think i t would chee r this 
1 t · t t' t 11 t'l.-. Do·rl 1 t YO' ' , B1" 11?. 11 p a ce Up 0 pa 1n ilS \VB_ - , 11e re o - v vL 
~~ ~'[ b II r:.ay e . 
if -I mea n mura. l s , Bi ll_. Pic tures , t~e c"1mpus , the chapel , 
II 
maybe. 
~ 
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II It 1 ht b • Ad" •. m g_ e n2cc , . am-. But you' have to· rea lize· this is 
just a temporary set-up. Something for the vets, you know. It 
wouldn't pay. tt It would cost too much. 
"I don't mean a professional job, Bill. Why, I cou.ld do· 
~ -
II it, myself. 
Bill became suddenly interested. ~'Tba t' s a good idea, 
Adam. You centainly could do the job! You'd have to ge.t by 
the admi~!stration, of course. Now I might be able to do 
something there, get the paper to give it some publicity, maybe 
back the thing. You're a natUl"al for the job, that's sure, 
II anyway. 
Adam took a draught of ale and looked on Bill with some 
warmth. There's one thing about these simple-minded people, 
he reflected, you can trust their reactions. He was beginning 
now to feel disembodied by the ale. .Cle sat as if atop· a pin-
nacle wrapped in clouds with only his head protruding above 
them-. The little fears, the manufactured worries were gone. 
Even his eoul was asleep in a corner. He would like to go to 
sleep himself. But ah! ah! here came Light! At last he had 
come. His wodder~ul Freshman roomma te who could sit for an 
hour in the evening in silence, but with whom he had never had 
a stupid converstion. Light, who knew more about painting and 
poetry by instinct than Bill would ever learn~ II Light, meet 
Bill C}Ut,mplain. Just plain Bill we often call him. Bill, Bill, 
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here's my roommate,, Mr. Lighten. Be \'lon't tell people his 
first name, so I won't either. Light's good enough. 11 Adam 
II had half risen for the introductions. Oh my tie is <»J.t. No 
. . II 
wonder the ale seemed warm. H e laughed, then went seaking a 
, chair for Light who was standing by the table, a bit unc(;l:r·tain. 
Bill called over a waiter and ordered an ale. 
"Would you make that a col{e? 11 Light said to· the waiter. 
~ ~ 
"An ale, a ill ale, kid. Come I II on • Bill said. 11You got to 
.. 
bave an 1 t II a e. He laughed. 11You know we're all he avy drinkers 
., 
here. Don't want to spoil the traditicm, do you.?" 
"' '~I'll have a coke, anyway," Light said. "Traditions are 
~ ~ 
falling all over the place." He smiled. "Anythiing philosophi-
cal I say I picked up from Adam, so throw theblame that way. 
II Aint that right, Adam? 
11 Isn't. Here's a chair, Light. You two get acquainted. 
I shall return! tt 
Light sat down and watched Bill, who was looking at 
Adam's retreating back.. 11He 's a pretty nice guy, 11 Light said. 
.. -
ttHe's swell, really swell, and talented, too-. 11 
-
"Oh, yes!" Light nodded. "or c~u!'se I don't know much of 
anything about it, but everybody seems to think so. Even I 
II get a kick out some of the things he's drawn. 
11Yes, 11Bill said, speaking slowly. He had picked up· one 
of Adam's coins and was rubbing it intently. II Yes-, I suppose 
you and he don't have so much in common as you might ~hink 
5S 
roommates would have. 11 
ttw·ha t do ? " you mean. Light's voice was suddelnly alert. 
This Bill guy had a funny manner. 
"Well_, the fact is, kid, I kind of think--if he knew that 
you'd understnad--that Adam would like to move out." 
II II In with you., I suppose. 
~ 
"That's it. vou see, we're both Seniors and old friends, 
old roommate-s as a matter-of-fact, and got a lot in common. He 
told me tonight if he'd known I was coming back he'd liked to 
have moved in with me. You can see, I'm s·Jre,. that it would be 
best all around. You ought to be in with somebody in your own 
class, yourself, kid. Where'll you be next year?" 
II t Okas, okay. Ifhe wants to move out, that s that. Only 
let's hold this till Adam gets back. I'd rather hear what he 
" has to say straight from him. 
11He won't mention it, kid. That's why I butted in~ I 
know you think I'm a bastard for horning in, but Adam's too· 
pleasant a guy to want to do anything that's seem unpleasant." 
Light knew that was so. Adam always avoided unpleasant-
ness. Maybe he avoided it with him, too-. Ce~tainly they saw 
very little of each other. Wel!, he wouldn't let this guy de-
cide him, anyway. He'd see what Adam had to say. Damn, but 
this guy's confidential tone irritated him! So he saw the thin~ 
clearly, did he? Adam was embarr-assed with a Freshman rdl>Jlllllatle / 
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was he? Okay, but there hadn't been any signs of it. And yet 
some things bothered Light. 1t was odd Adam had asked him to 
come tonight, had insisted so. Maybe he'd asked Bill to do 
this unpleasant little job for him. It was not exactly funny 
to find yourself in SQmebody'a way when you never expected it. 
Certainly he and Adam hadn't been buddies--they didn't do the . 
same things. But he had thought Adam liked to talk with him. 
And he certainly enjoyed listening to Adam. And yet it was 
true, sure it was true. He was just a Freshman and Adam's old 
roommate had come back, so, sure, Adam wanted to go in with 
him. Light got up to leave. There was no point in seeing 
Adam. Yet, by God, he'd stay and ask Aclam point-blank. He'd 
just be satisfied. This boy, Bill, was liki ng it too damn 
much! 
Light and Bill sat in silence. Bill had taken up· one of 
Adam 'a c 'Jina· again and was trying to wedge it through a split · 
in the table. He pressed it with his thumb until the edge was 
even with the top· of the table. There it stuck. He reached 
under the table and popped it up-. 
Adam made his way back slowly. He stopped at several 
tables to chat with friends. He felt light-headed and as if 
he were floating along. He knew he was pretty well drunk, for 
beer. Light and Bill hadn't hit things off', apparently. They 
were sitting very quiet. He wasn't surprised. Light had good 
taste. Well, that was a nasty remark. Wake up·, soul, and 
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scold! Light looked sort of queer. He wasn't trying beer, 
was he? No. 11You and Bill meditating on matters of state, the 
II teen-age draft and such, Light? 
11 I got a question for you~ · Adam. 11 
II D II Make it simple, octor. 
11 I can't. We only edit for grammar. '' 'lhe thing is, Bill 
here kind of let the cat out of the bag about you wanting to 
room s omawhere else. I just wanted to hear it from you, Adam. 11 
"What did Bill sa·y? 11 Adam felt weak. He spoke automati-
cally, trying to get his brains to react. What should he say, 
something very simple and true. 
Light answe r ed in a low, quiet ~oice. " He just said that 
you 1 d told him you' d. lilted to 1 ve moved in with him, if you 'I! 
. II 
knowrr he was coming back. 
"Well, I said that, I suppose. But lets get back to the 
room and talk this over, Light. 11 Adam, after hiS first dismay, 
had won his way back to his dise~gaged pinnacle. He saw that 
now he must simply get this conversation over with, then he 
could explain things to Light. But not here, with Bill. 
"Well, anyway, that's the answer on the card," Light 
smiled. "And it's okay ~ith me, Adam. Only I'd like to be 
the one to move. There's a couple of Freshmen I c5n move in 
' with. I'd have gone with them next Fall, any way.'~ Light was· 
awkward in- saying this. He ended, ltYou' re a snorer who always 
II 1 l!'id bother me, anyway. He started to eave. Adam got up to 
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go along. Light was making too much df a simple misunderstand-
ing. Why couldn't he bold. off till they got back to the room? 
Adam would explain. He'd set things right. Adam was terribly 
anxious to catch up with Light. He understood the kid was 
hurt. That damn Bill! Adam knew there wasn't a chance Light 
would stay now. The realization filled him with a si~k feeling. 
He paused to get hold of himself'. By God, whatever happened he 
woUldn't have Bill for a roommate, that, that, hulk! Cold 
sweat came out on his face. He went for the men's room and 
stood over a bowl for a long time, vomiting. Why couldn't 
Light have reserved judgment, have waited before he let himself 
be hurt? Why was it eo important, anyway! Adam leaned moment-
arily against the wall. Why must the kid get things all mixed 
l
up? Why must he ask for a meaningless gesture from Adam when 
that was just what he would not make. 
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SECTION III 
Shakespe,a.re Course-
Helen-. took a seat toward the rear of the classroom and 
waited for Harry to come in. This, she thought anxiously, 
would tell. If he was going to break with her, he wouldn't 
appear. Last Spring he had signed up ~or Shakespeare only 
because she wante:d to take it. She put a new loose-lear 
notebook on the chair next to- her own. Had she been right to 
come sa· early? He might go by the door and see her sitting 
there--waiting for him--and tha t might l!Je· just irritating 
enough to make him keep on pa.st. Well, she was there. She'd 
have to sit it out. The whole week of registration he had 
I avoided her. She knew it. And all Summer he 1 d written her 
j just twice, l!toth times in July--awfully dull notes. She 
I 
I pouted,. drawin g down her very full, very red lips~ Not many 
people had seen her pout for a long time. Just her mother 
and the boy before Harry. She could be very sulky for a 
college sophomore. At home she was a very spoiled child. Her 
face was so full and we..rm that when it was creased in fiery 
discontent the lo:blypop must be forthcoming. At any rate she 
always got it from her mother. The boy before: Harry had merely 
been disagreeable and surprised--finding her pouty.--and dropped 
her. That had been her senior year in high school. Though he 
had not been nice toward the end, she had cared terribly. He 
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started out calling her Ellie--which was nice--but at the end 
it was Lady Helen or even 'Heller', which W9Sn't nice. She 
had been glad to go East to college, and make up ·f'or him. And 
she had met Harry and he was really nice. They'd done every-
thing together from Christmas to June. He didn't maul her, 
either. 
That had been the trouble at high school. She'd been 
tragically foolish with her first dates ·, let trem do what they 
wanted. She'd gotten ,in a mess. The whole high school had 
secretly known. She had been so loose for that short horrible 
time that she couldn't tell who the boy was. She wouldn't ad-
mit that to her mother, though. She made up a story about an 
older man who went away. All sorts of crazy rumors flew around 
the high school. Some of the boys thought they knew who it was. 
They were ganging up to force him to - share the responsibility 
when she had a miscarriage. Their indig~ation died away. Her 
brother, a year younger than she, was beside himself with anger 
and mortification. He tried to make Helen tell him who the 
boy was and terrified her by showing her a.knife he was carrying. 
He swore he'd operate on the bastard, but. that was mostly his 
wish to frighten Helen. 
Her family, she and her mother and her brother, moved out 
of town. In thenew one she was very conscious of past sin and 
had no da tes for a year. But in her senior year she forced 
herself to become active again. She was thought of as prim and 
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proper by the boys and exaspera ted them because t hey weren't 
to touch her. 
Helen had a warm manner, though, and a secret curling 
smile and an eagerness in talking. She of~en became engqgingly l 
earnest. 'fhenher full face glowed beneath dark brown hai t a.nd 
a deep red_ t hD.t VJas perb?pS too intense burned on her chee __ s . 
For he r eyes seemed to know i t a no_ e.s she t a l kec1 t hey f'lic:l!:l-
ered aside and presently she s l owed he r t empo. The color 
f aded. It was as if she was always on the edge of excite-
ment, but remembered in time to control herself, or to realize 
this way was fUtile. 
Now the classroom began to fill up. She guarded the 
chair next hers, though really she was sure Harry wouldn ' t 
come. The suggestion of a pout returned • . Harry had been the 
lollypop she had finally got. Just the one she wanted. He 
had taken her everywhere--and she had kissed him goodnight. Of 
course in the beginning he had wa,nted to pet and neck, but when 
she refused--except for a little--he hadn't minded. From 
Christmas· for the rest of their Freshman year he had been her 
escort, and had been just perfect. She had felt, it is true, 
that she was losing something by that arrangement, tha t his 
staying with her amounted almost to indifferencE), an unwilling-
ness to make a move to get off· as long as she actively held 
him. Their dates f'P:re mar.kea by her vivacity and by his easy 
tolerance.. Then, a ometime in the Spring, she dave loped the 
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trick of putting so much intense emotlon: into her talk. She 
had always been- a f"ine story-teller and she hlld a quick mind, 
so that the increased tension of her conversation onlyheightenec 
its interest and her f"riends found nothing to indicate somethinel 
might be wrong. Harry, though, began to realize that Slle was 
tense. He tried, at least, to lighten the symptoms by talking 
more himself. .out he was a poor s~rt -:ror that. Although his 
engaging quality was his lack of self-interest, his unengaging 
one was a corresponding lack _of interest in others. 
Yet Harry's not coming began to excite her frighteningly. 
Shakespeare was a crowded course and all the seats had now 
filled up-,_ even the one she'd been saving. She'd refused to 
let two of her friends sit the-re and now a man in his middle 
twenties had it. She had petulantly snatched her notebook out 
as the class· quieted down, so he had slipped in. She listenad 
to discover if Harry's name was on the roll. When the profes-
sor went by where it should ha,ve been, she bit her lip silently 
I 
1 and was amazed to taste blood. She grew white,. bewildered why 
Harry should mean so much. Really, she had no freat ~ondness 
for him. She wished now she had let Dick Wilbur have the chair 
She'd been out with Dick. A nice boy. Oh, why hadn't she! A 
gasp escaped her lips and again she was frightened at her lack 
I of control. The man next her looked queerly at : __.her• She 
glanced down. He wore a double breasted grey suit whose coat 
was open, showing a Phi Bete key at hie waist. Hisshirt rolled 
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out. so loosel~ in front that at first Helen thought it must 
have been poorly· tucP:ed in. But then she realized uncomforta-
bly that it covered a preposterously huge roll o~ fat. His 
belt was not visible. She -looked up again. The man leaned· 
slowly partway across her bosom and spoke to the student sit-
ting beside her next the windows. 
11 0pen a window, will you,Bob? 11 he said. "It may be a 
little o~.ose in here. 11 He straightened, glancing at Helen. 
Bob was about thirty and becoming slightly bald. He had 
also been watching Helen and gazed at her· enquiringly. 
11 0h, please don 1 t bother! 11 Helen said, speaking at first 
to the Phi Beta and then turning to Bob. 
Her cheeks berame slightly red with confusion. Boh nodded 
easily and settled back in his chair. He wore sports clothes, 
looked to Helen as a relaxed sort of person. The ~hi Bate got 
up and stepped laboriously by them to the aisle where he raiSifd 
a window and then returned over them to his seat, smiling at 
Helen. She thanked him. 
Bob grinned and whispered to her, "He 1 s very gallant, is 
-
Ed. Watch him! ' It He s looking for a soul-mate. 
A gtrl in front of them coughed c~mmandingly and some one 
closed the window, through which--1ndeadT-rather chill Septem-
ber air was coming·. 
At the end of the class Helen, still nervously awkward, 
got up hurriedly, knocking her notebook on the floo.,. The Phi 
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Bate bent very quickly to pick it up and handed it to her w~th 
an exaggerated chivalrous sweep· and a light sort of smirking 
smile. She thanked him softly and turned to go. Behin·d her 
bac·k he spoke loudly to Bob, indicating he intEtnde.d her to 
hear. "She has a beautiful voice, so low, hasn't she, Bob? 
'An excellent thing in a woman. 111 
Both Bob and Ed were graduates bac1': :ror their MA 1 s·. They 
watched Helen's departing form. 
II 1 II 
_I m overjoyed he assigned permanent seats today, 
snickered. "We '11 be sure of that all semester. 11 
Bob nodded. Ed's lear annoyed him but he agreed with the 
thought. Always swell to have a pretty girl in view. 
uYou think you made a hit with her.?u he asked. 11 I'm so 
matter-of-fact, when I saw her back-te-norma.l color I let 
II putting up a window go. 
~ 
11 I h k II saw s e was · o ay, _ Ed said. tt I But it doesn t hurt to 
be pleasant. That was a fine crack you mad~--I'm in search of 
a wife." 
II 1 Make you interesting. You women-haters are a ways sizing 
up possible wives, anyway. But we've talked to~ long about a 
pretty sophomore with a tendency toward fainting·. I see you 
S II didn't take that construction· job last umme:r. 
Hm tt nhat cor,;structi<m job? 
~ ~ 
11 The one I told you you needed. 11 
11 Nope. I fashioned a tool of my mind and let the rest 
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go to flab. I'm. the only kind of well-rounded man that gets 
II anywhere, these days. 
Bob didn't answer·. He didn't really like Ed. He ques-
tioned his completely bookish approach to life, his reliance 
on hard study and good grades to bring him through. Ed S<.temed 
to Bob to be very incomplete, to be filling in. the vacuum o~ 
his inadequacy: with intellectual achieveme.nt. ~ob knew a 
~~ 
number of persons as purely preoccupied with the intellect as 
Ed, but they were so temperamentally. Ed's smirking about sex, 
his artificiality in speech, an uneasine~s in his voice, all 
suggested to Bob that he felt insecure for some reason. 
In bed that night Helen thought hard about her excitabil-
ity. Harry was nothing to her. All that dating, she knew, 
had been because as a pretty girl she had an easy social life. 
Plenty of invitations at least,. but only Harry to count on 
for a nice date. But Harry had tired of it. They all did. 
They wanted more, more than just a nice date. I'm going to 
get married, she thought nervously. It's time, ·it's always 
time when you start worrying. Her mind drifted onto Ed, the 
man who had raised the window forher, and who liked her ·voice • 
. u His r-riend said he was looking for a wife. But he's so fat, 
,_ 
she thought. She flopped on her stomach, uneasy. This was 
' foolish stuff'. But he's nice--insiae,--she thought. He's 
very· proper. His friend makes furr. of him for being- a gentle-
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man. But they all ought to be gentlemen, all of them. She 
thought again, going to sleep, it would be- so nice if they were I 
all gentleme:n. 
She had a roomma. te, who woke her the next morning by 
whispering softly in her ear. Helen liked to be awakened 
that waJ, and roommate was a gentle, thoughtful girl who en-
joyed thinking or· and doing it. That was the sort of natural 
affection her mother had never given her, though she tried to 
make up for its lack with all sorts of privileges and spoiling. 
Even after Helen's terrible high school episode her mother 
could only make things easy for her externally, by moving away, 
sending her East to college eventually. Her father had been 
dead for a long time, and her brother left. them when he was 
twenty-two for a family of his own. Helen knew he was ashamed 
of her. That town was his real home. He had gone back there 
among people who, when they talked to him about her would do 
so commiseratingly. Her new, proped life he could know nothing 
of. 
As shelay in bed running over the old thoughts this way, 
she came to yesterday's disappointment. Her roommate hummed 
in the bathroom and the sort morning light flowed through the 
window. Harry's failure to appear was no catastrophe, after 
all. By now the boys new what she asked of them. It would 
be simpler this time to hook up with a nice one. She smiled 
contentedly. When had she ever had trouble getting a date7 
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Already Dick Wilbur had asked her out'. 
II II Harry and I are all through, she announced to Nora. 
~ 
" " Of course, Nora said. "This is a brand new year, isn't 
it? That was never exactly a flaming romance, anyway--was it? ' 
What did you call him? Your escort?" 
"I always liked him, •• Helen said pleasantly. 
~ 
"Who brought things to a halt?" Nora asked. 
-11 0h, we both guessed it. I e t I'll s 1 t f hi xpec ee p en y o m, 
you know. 11 
II II . S Of course, Nora said gently. he sat on the edge of 
Helen's bed and watched the deep· color that had come into her 
I cheeks and the unnatural flickering of her eyes. Nora had 
seen these in the Spring and seeing them again, now, was sad-
dening to her. 
11You must know Dick Wilbur," Helen said. 
11 I was out with him last year," No!'a said. 
~ 
II He's taking me dancing tonight. 
n, u 
_Good -dancer.~/ 
11You'l:t have a dull time. He dances well 'cause he isn't 
II 
much good at other things. 
"So, I like to dance. I 1 II That s why we re going. . Helen 
recoverd and smiled. "He-'s nice. 11 
I 
I, 
--
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laugh as she said that--Nora had been joking--but only irrits-
I
. tion was in her voice. 
N k ftl "Vi''e 11, h d ti i. ora spo e so y. • anyway, you ave a goo me, 
I Helen." 
Helen didn't speak but she caught Nora's eye contritely--
was soothed. 
1
, and 
For all of that dsy Helen's early morning mood of content-
ment remained with bar. She was able to talk easily with 
Harry when she met him, and show him she also thought of 
last year as a naturally closed incident. The cool pleasure 
!people get from feeling they have b8en close and have graceful-
l ly retired again into themselves passed between the s e two. 
I Helen- forgot how distraught she'd been the day before and only 
remembereG: that for Harry, · himself, she did not care. Yester-
day she ha d been terrified to draw away from the protective 
hulk of one escort and strike out for another. Today she was 
riding the intervening seas calmlY'• And she had no apprehen-
sion at signa ling farewell, though perhaps the next escort was 
not really sighted yet. Not ma ny men cling conscientiously 
to that nineteenth century function-. Harry had been the first 
in he r experience. Perhaps h is making himself' agreeable had 
been too· bad. It gave Helen an excus e to believe what she 
wanted to believe --some thing ab out how nice things we re , s ome -
t h ing sooth ing . She looked forr!c:.r cl to her da te with Dick 
Wilbur>. She l ooked f orward to lots of' da tes, to a natura l 
I 
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social life. Oh, she knew there were dangers she must guard 
a gainst. But sheha d the good feeling that <m the whole the 
safe path was broad and the by-ways easily avoided. She had 
I become a fine, proper girl and, well, they liked her for it. 
After college, maybe be.fore that, she would marry. She would 
love to be a mother·. She wanted, yearned to be a mother. 
Observing· her in Shakespeare the next day, Bob was glad 
she showed no signs of nervousness. She was certainly young; 
he thought. That showed in her face, which was partly a child's 
because the lines were blurred, were yet to be drawn tightly 
into· adult form. Still predominant were the colored rounded 
I surfaces of cheeks and chin and lips. 'lhe anglee of .he!' eyes 
and the corners of her mouth only suggested the future woman. 
Bo'!ID couldn't tell what they suggest'ed. Her mouth was more 
suggestiv-e than her eyes. But it suggest'ed c'l-l,_1d.hood, too .• 
She was smiling at him now, answering his gaze with mock indig-
nation. 11 I don't object' at all to· being looked at, 11 she said, 
"excGpt by people with such a serious, scientific air. 11 
"r beg your pardon," he said soberly. For a while they 
listened as the professor continued hie intorductory lecture on 
Shakespeare's art·. Iielan saw that Dick. Wilbur was absent and 
she hoped he wasn't sick. Eer window-raiser was out, too. The 
professor concluded his le c.ture and, with the aid of his 
I seating plan, hurriedly began to assigrr: articles in the learned 
I journals to the graduate students for written· reports. 
11Vlhere is your gallant friend, today?" Helen said. 
~ 
"Probably caught a cold from the draft." 
., 
11 The draft?" 
"Yes, the one he so gallantly created yesterday." 
11 0h, yes. What's his name?" 
J 
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"Edward L. Meikle .~ohn, Phi Beta Kappa, a scholar and vale-
dictorian of his class." 
11He's· a good student?" 
"E II ntirely • 
.. 
"A d ? " n you.
·- -
"Brilliant. 11 
-
"You'll be nice to have around--for exams. 11 
ti m 1 t ne 1. thanks • t II You l:r. be nic-e ,ttst ·to have around. 
.. 
"Do you· really think so? 11 
.. 
"Sure. ~·'ever pays to have the class toobright. Say! don' 
II I look sullen! I was- only trying to keep- even. Now Bob knew wh. 
Helen's mouth was more suggestive than her eyes. Just for an 
instant 1t had been set sulkily. But shesmiled immediately, 
and began studying her text. You're a touchy little female, 
Bob thought. But the idea didn't repel him as it should have. 
Her mouth was more suggestive, yet there surely was something 
suggestive in her ~yes, too·, surprise, bewilderment. He didn't 
want the conversation to break of~. 
"What did you think of the lecture?" he asked. 
--
110h i t t it?-" , very n ce, wasn 
I 
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"Ali right. He talked too much ab~ut Shakespeare, the 
II poet, though. 
-11Shakes19are primarily is a poet. 11 
" "~at's what he said. Shakespeare's like life,. though, 
. . II 
not--primarily--anything. 
11 0h." 
~ .. 
"He's as much a dramatist as a poet, as· much a psychologis, 
of those. Any one c.s n sit down and by picking, out j 
I 
as· either 
the right passages can prove he's most anything--including 
Bacon and an Earl of Oxford. That's the way with life,. too." 
tt 5 II You know a lot about hakespeare, then, Helen said. 
-
ttwhy're you taking this survey course?" 
11 I have to, one of the requirements-. I 't's no hardship, 
though. Like life, there's always something to learn. 11 
"A " · re yyou a teacher? 
"I've done some teaching. I'm not much of anything. When 
you're one thing there are so many others you have to stop be-
" ing. 
"What a shame!" 
"v s _e , I know, isn't it too· bad? 11 He absorbed herr.·moc!rery 
easily. In a way he reminded Helen of the country, of a slow 
easy-going yokel who soaked· in everything with perfect calm. 
11My teaching never amounted to much, 11 Bob said. "We 
had interesting talks, but the kids never did very well on the 
final exams. Trouble with me in those days, everything I did 
I 
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I needed my own system ~or. And you just never have it your 
II way. 
The professor came finally to the last row with his assign-
ments. He asked Helen to take down Mr. Mei~lejohn's, so she 
could hand it to him next hour. The professor didn't intend to 
)waste more class time for the sake of absent student~. 
Helen went right back to her dormitory after class. At tae 
phone booth she looked up Dick Wilbur's number in the college 
J1 directory. She hesitated whether to call hitrr then, or give him 
a chanee to call hell"'. After all, he could cut a class without 
being sick. But she brushed hesitancy aside and called him. 
She wanted to pin the thing down, and boys generally were so 
J negligent. Dick had a single room off-campus and he wan't in. 
His landlady offered the information that he had gone to the 
college infirmary. She wasn't sure for how long. Helen 
thanked her and hung up. Now the date was knocked out. As 
she stood leafing through the directory, she thought of calling 
up her Phi Bete, Ed Mieklejohn, to give him his assignment. 
The idea excited her. He would think it was an awfully 
thoughtful thing, and be had been so nice to her. She looked 
/ for his name. He lived off-campus, too, but not down by the 
boarding houses, probably at home. It was a very nice address, 
at the North end. Sbe started to dial the number, and stopped. 
Would it seem proper to him? Oh certainly, anyway, you ought 
to be free and easy. They liked it. And she was being free 
I 
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and easy in a very nice, thoughtful way. Why, he would be glad 
to hear from her. Had~n' t be paid ner lots of attention? He'd 
love it. Sbe put in her nickel once more and dialed the num-
1 ber. She heard him say hello. 
"Is this you,Ed? 11 she aS.ka-d. 
"That's right." 
"Do you know who I am?" She spoke enticingly, a.s if there 
could be no question. 
"Why, I'm not sure. Is it you, Marjorie?" 
·• 
" E ' . n Is this d Meiklejohn I m speaking to? she felt sudden-
j l:y there had to be some mistake. 
nYes, this is Ed. Who am I speaking to? 11 
11 0h, Ed, you know. Don't be so formaL 11 She giggled • 
.. 
11 No, really. I'm awfully sorry. What is ~ it you want?" 
-
"Are you honestly S1are you don't know,Ed? 11 
11 I'm 11 sorry, 
II your ego • . 
·-
Ed said tolerantly. 11 I just can't soothe 
110b:. 11 Helen dropped abruptlT the pretence at coyness whicr 
had seemed so clever to her at the start. She felt terribly 
, angry· at Ed all of a sudden. 11 Then you're sure you don't know 
I who I am?" sl:l..e said, as if j_indicating to him she had merely 
been definitely establishing that point. 
"That' a right. And if you wish to continue this conversa-
II tion, please inform me. 
"I've heard wonderful things about you at college, Eddy. 11 
I 
=--===#==-=- ==----=-==========-J=#==I,_ = 
liS .,II 
0 ' · 
~ ~ 
nEd, woUld you tell. me something? Ed, are you there?" 
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She paused a moment. There had been no click at the other end 
~~ and she went on talking. Really she was possessed by the de-
/1 sire to confound him. Her talking was impelled emotionally and 
she spoke thickly. 
11Ed, 11 she said archly., 11Ed, 
I 
how long is it now, since it 
1
1 
II was cut off? II 
... 
11What are you talking about? Say, 1r· this is humor, you're 
way off the mark. II 
nEd, would you do me a foolish favor?· Would you measure 
I II it for me and come ba ck and tell me how long it is? 
wheedled in a little girl manner and her voice sounded strange 
to her own ears. Her· cheeks burned and she pressed her lips 
II to the mouthpiece and spoke in a loud whisper. 
Ed's voice, half laughing, half annoyed, came through to 
her. "What is this?" he said. He was curious and,. perhaps, 
tl · f id f t i t be d t "What d par y a ra o no seem ng o a goo spor • o you 
II 
want me to measure? 
tl E II Oh, you know, ddy. 
"Really, I. don't. 11 
- ~ 
11 I mean your penis." She had been so rushed and pushed 
in her speaking that when she spoke that word, she was surprise 
to hear it. She caught her breath in a little gasp and turned 
white. She heard the receiver click at the other end. She 
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hung up, too. Many odd thoughts, emotions, rushed through 
her. At first she tried to t th.1:rtk she had been clever,. and she 
snickered. But shock and horror welled up ·and a gasp cut the 
snicker short. She went to the stairs and up to her room. 
Nora would be there, waiting to go to lunch. Helen didn't try 
to cover up her distress. She couldn't have. She let her 
plump· unsteady arm be stroked by Nora's this steady hand. Nora 
made her sit down. "What is it? 11 she asked. 
.. -
"Dick Wilbur's in the infirmary, 11 He len said. She saw 
Nora's amazed look. 110h, that isn 1 t it really, Nora. I don't 
' T " know. I m homesick. hinge are too much for me, No~:a. __ 
Nora stroked her arm, soothed her, and wondered if she 
might not be coming down sick. 
"Something's bit you, Helen, 11 she said. II I You 11 be all 
~ 
right, but maybe you should go over tb the doctor? 11 
"I guess maybe I will," Helen said listlessly. 11 I' 11 go 
this afternoon, Nora." 
11Wby don't you lie down now and take a little nap?:" 
11 I will. I' 11· go into my bedroom and pull the Shades 
down. Maybe I can have a real sleep. I may leave school, 
Nora. I think maybe it's too much East here for a little 
county girl out from the West. 11 
"Nonsense, Helefi. You're awfully tired to be saying that. 
Roll in there, now. You made a B- average last year, 
How rna ny Freshmen do that?- Have a good sleep-, now. 
didn't youL· 
And !'11 
. I 
~ 
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When Ed replaced his phone he did so trembling with fear 
and righteous indign -= tion. What sort of crank was that, he 
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asked himself. And why did she pick on me?- Why me, the sfu:ig-
ger ing little slut! God, he thought, the foul perverted m~_nds 
you can be exposed to. The cheap fun this wonderful t hing 
called a telephOne affords frus t r a ted, sly r abb its wh o'd 
have to ke ~ ep to t be i.r holes otherwise . And no protection 
at all from t he obs cene s l imy snakes . Rie;ht in the livin:; 
room they crawled. Ugh, what a rot·ten set-up . :Se c liml ect 
r oom, 07ar·Nrought. He sat at his desk, / 
his thoughts still on the phone call. Tha t this nasty snuffling 
t he sta irs to h is own 
obscenity could so easily thrust its snout at him made him 
weak with fear. Only a tremendous rational effort calmed him. 
His a nger remained';' Bestial, he muttered to himself, thick 
stupid, bestial unreason. Oh, how he hated it. He'd like to 
make her suffer. She wa s some prim proper little g irl all 
right--frustrated. He'd like to see her squirm. 
Host of the af·ternoon he found 1 t difficult to keep the 
phone call from his thoughts. He looked at it 1m many ways. 
After his first fright and indignation, he tried to t h ink of 
it as a joke. But he couldn't imagine who would vlay it. Who 
among· his male friends could single him out for this sort of 
a joke? D8 mn them, why should they, anyway? Did they think 
he was a prude? And what girl would do it for them~ One 
thing Ed was sure o:r, none of the girls he 'kne~ cou1d talk 
that way. No, it had t'o be someone casuaJ:, someone half off 
her, head w-ho'd got a notion about him r ·or some stu."id reason. 
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She did know his name, and something about school, so it wasn't 
just chance. Maybe it was, though. Mayba it was a nut who 
might call again. He ought to try and reason with her, get 
her talking. Maybe she just needed straightening· out. He thou·~ 
ght that if she c alled again he'd try to talk with her. Arter 
all, in a way, she was sick. 
Around five o'clock the phone rang again. Ed ans 'Y'~red 
with a loud hello. 
11 Is this Ed? 11 
He recognized· the low tone and his weak anger returned. 
uYes. I'm talking to that same driveling· slut that was on 
.. · I ? 11 T 1 1 "Well., 
1 this afternoon, suppose. , here was a ong s i ence. 
am I? It is the same moron, isn't it? Speak up·, little girl, 
lit-tle idiot rabbit-mind. What'd you call for this time? 11 Ed 
strained to hear the v oice again. He heard her suck in her 
breath. She's a half"-wit, he thought. Finally she spoke. 
"Did you meas·ure it, Eddy? " 
He hung up· then. She's obsessed, he thought. Some 
mol:"'on, S?me stupid child has picked me out, me, to get her 
stupid thrills from. The phone rang. He picked up the re-
ceiver. ''Who is it?" 
"Eddy?" a. wheedling, arch voice. 
He hung- up· again and the phone rang once more. He sat 
down. in the living room and listened·. Af"ter a time the ringing 
stopped. Ed had sat through it cursing himself for feeling 
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so strongly about a silly affair. The ringing that pushed so 
harshly and loudly towards his private world, stirring his 
stomach into a watery turmoil, gripped his mind as being acti-
vated by a mechanical fate, an inescapable adjuct of' the 
mechanical,crude life he had been set down in. It was getting 
at him now through obscenity, thrusti.ng its dirty snuffling 
snout at him, something he must endure. 
But he knew what symbolS were. They were personal mental 
images instigated by the emmions in their fight to overwhelm 
the intellect. And the intellect should reign. 
Confidence returned to him. The affair was silly. He was· 
quickly over his fright. The thing for him to do was to ig-
nore it, and her. Girls like that would give up· as soon as 
they didn't get any attention. He hF,d been a fool to rise to 
her. He'd put the thing out ~f his mind. She'd tire. Per-
haps she already had. 
After the perversion <'Of her second call Helen was deaden-
ingly depressed. Nora frowned to see her moodiness· continue 
I so long, but tried to· cheer her up. Nora was such a well-
c.Uspositioned person that her sympathy for Helen had been less· 
from genuine comprehension of Helen's state that from a cer-
tain motherliness and affection in her nature. These were 
beginning to wear thin. Helen, herself', was indifferent. She 
listlessly ca~t about in her mind for an answer. She did not 
have the right attitune toward men, that was plain. She 
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coJldn't trust herself even to talk to them now. First it had 
been necking, now talking. Her sinning in high school eouldn't 
simply be ignored. It had ruined her, spoiled her for a 
natural life. She'd been wrong to suppose being proper and 
nice m,gde up for sinning. Oh, she sighed, she had an empty, 
cold existence ahead of her. She would have to cut herself off 
from life, for it did weird things to her. 
All sl::e hoped for now was that Eo wouldn't find out who 
had phoned hdm. She wondered uneasily if he had traced the 
call. Even if he had, the dormitory was full of girls. She 
would have to face him in Shakespeare. Tb.a t was necessary so 
he wouldn't suspect. It would be awfully hard, but she must do 
it. Helen's listlessness in a measure abated as she faced this 
concrete. problem. 
Ev-en so, she f'ound she could not go into Shakespeare the 
next daT• She went by the door after class was under way arid 
saw Ed there. She went of past, though she knew she O'...tght 
to have gone in • . She went into the college ca~eteria for a 
cup of c.offee. She was -killing time. Staying away from 
Shakespeare hadn't solved a thing, she thought. She'd have to 
go next time. It was too late to drop the course. She got her 
coffee and sat down at the table she and Nora generally took 
an hour later, for their regular monning cup. She was sitting 
there when Nora came. Her- prob lam had runi tse lf to a stand-
still in her head. She was sitting, and not thinking. She 
J 
I 
I . 
I 
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She saw Nora coining but didn't greet her. Nora was frowning, 
and Helen realized dimly what a trying_ time Nara had had with 
her lately. She had not been very good company. Nora had 
always been so gentle and . comfortable that her impatience 
now ma de Helen feel really distressed. She must certainly 
be --m1.xed up, if she was los i ng Nora's friendship. She 
roused herself and went to get coffee for the two of them. 
Before she had let Nora do it. _When She came back She saw 
that Ed was at their table. He seemed to be whispering with 
Nora. Was he telling her? Oh, no! He couldn't, surely he 
didn't know! She forced herself to go up to the table. She 
was confused and looked uncertainly at Nora. 
" E II " This is d Meikl~john, Nora said, and this ismy 
roomie, He len Lea ter. 11 
11 I think we've met," Ed said, trying to catch Helen's 
eye with a knowing look. 
"Have we-? 11 Helen said, and realized it was a mistake. 
II S II Yes, in hakespeare • 
.. 
.. 
II Q II Oh, yes. ertainly. 
11You weren't th ere, today." 
~ 
.. 
11No, I cut. II Did I miles-- anything? .. 
" 11 Not much. Would you like my notes 7 11 
.. 
II 
""- II Oh, I call get some later. ....nank yom . It somded aw-
fully awkward and stiff to Helen as she listened to herself 
talking with the man she'd made that horrible call to. He 
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must know, she thought. But he's pasaing it over. He's 
going to forget it. She looked into bisface and stllred into 
eyse that were wa. tching her shrewdly. His face wasn't a 
pleasant one, she thought. It was pudgy, and the way he's 
looking now, so cruel. She understood then that he wasn't go-
ing to forgive her. They had been standing, and she hoped he'd I· 
move on. But when she sat down, he did too. ! 
,~ 
"How long have you and Nora t-een friends? 11 she asked • 
.. 
"A II bout three minutes • 
. , 
"Why, Nora! darling, what's this? Can't I go after coffee 
anymore without you- get.ting picked up?" 
uHe introduced himseTf", Helen, just as you were leaving. 
. II 
I'~ afraid I'm not the pick-up~ 
ttBut to show my good intentions," Ed said, 11 I offer you 
both an invitation to the Rally, Friday. 11 
"We're dated," Helen said, coloring. "At least I am? 11 
11Are you sure, really?" Ed a.a.ked Helen. 
ttOkay, anyway, I'll see you in Shakespeare, won't I? 11 
tt I suppose so. " 
" u I mean, you will be there, next time? 
11 As far as I know, u she answered, shrugging. 
~ 
Ed left. 11 I'm sorry I let you in for that guy,"Nora said. 
"There's something odd about his manner, don't you think?" 
11He' s disagreeable! Oh, Nora, I don't think he's a 
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gent let 
man!" 
11Well, no, darling, I could see . the.t much." 
For Helen the next few weeks were filled with apprehension 
She was not sure of herself, how well she could control her-
self, nor was she sure of Ed. In class was the only place she 
s aw him. She gave up her re gular coffee hour in the morning. 
Ans she couldn't Wring herself to give him the assignment the 
professor he.d left with her. It would be such a give·-awy, she 
thought, as to how she knew his name--in the first place--and 
if 
why she had called him •. And yet/she didn't give it to him, 
when the profes~or called in the papers, the whole thing would 
come , out. She just didn't know where she was beading. Often 
enough she thought of quitting school. But then she told her-
self Ed didn't really have any idea s he was the girl. He was 
pleasant enough in class. Well, not really. But he left 
room for doubt. She thought he looked at her too much, and 
too wisely. Yet, then, he'd grin quite pleasantly and openly. 
She talked with him as little as possible at first, then 
overwhelmed him with some critics she'd been reading, Coleridge 
and Lamb. She thought if she showed him she was intelligent, 
I that might turn biB suspicions another way. 
Her marks at mid-term were down. She ha.dn' t been concan-
trating. And then there was about a three week stretch in 
November that Ed was absent from class. But Helen was not 
I! 
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II 
free from watching eyes, even then. Bob, her yokel--really I not 
at all a yokel, though she thought of him likethat because of 
his slow earthy manner--Bob seemed to be interested in her. He 
I was so much older, though, Must be thirty to thiry-fie, and 
1
1 ge t ting bald! She asked him one day at the end of class if 
he'd ever been a farmer. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
tti farmed for a while, 11 he said. "It's hard, driving 
work, though. I took too much time o~f to make a paying thing 
of it." He smiled. 11 Not that I'm lazy, you know, but too 
busy· tot: be working a 11 the time • 11 
II · II Being more than one thing? 
~ ~ 
"That's right, good memory! 11 
"Are you so busy you don't have time for ·a cup of coffee?" 
"W hy, no. C II orne along. 
Surprise had flashed in his eyes, she thought. And yet he 
took the invitation very simply, and was pleased. "What's 
wrong with Ed Meiklejohn?" she asked, as they went along. 
''Ed? l:u 11 h ' t f isn't he?" . ne , e s an uneasy sor o guy, Bob 
said. 11 I suppose 1 t 1 s too much studying and not enough other 
things. What's beside it all I don't know." 
"No, I mean, he's been out a few days. I wondered if he 
II 
was sick. 
11 Re haS.? I guess he has at that. I don't know. He's no 
.. 
II friend of mine. 
~ 
II II He ought to be though. 
Once more he looked surprised and interested. 
II 
of the way you say you feel--of being everything. 
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II Because 
11 It's really not that •. It's being myself--all of myself--
you know, body and soul and mind. You know what Ed said to me 
the first day of class? He said he W9S fashioning a tool of 
his mind, and letting the rest go to flab. That's what's 
wrong with Ed, Sick or well. 11 
He looked at her intently. 11You 're some t h ing like Ed, 11 
he s a id. 
Now Helen was surprised . II II How? she said, reddening. 
~ --
11You're uneasy, uneasy too much of the time." 
110h·. II H fli 1 d er eyes cKe • She was abashed. '1'hey had 
reached the cafeteria and she sat down at her old table. Bob 
went for coffee. She looked around, hoping to see Nora. But 
Nora hadn't come. Bob's sudden statement of how she appeared 
had distressed her. She knew she was looking 'uneasy' right 
then. When he came back she was relieved to find that he 
started in to talk about himself". 
11You know, 11 he said, 11being oneself" isn't the carefree 
existence it might eound like. Especially these days when 
bright shiny tools are what's expected. In the arm--I was 
shoved in early- - ! breezws through OCS, and became a fresh 
new artillery lieutenant. I got on fine,' made first lieutenant 
in five months, largely because my captain liked the way I 
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handled my platoon. I was more or less buddies with t hem, and 
we did a good job together. Thenwe got a new colonel, regular 
army. And the first thing he did was draw the class line. 
1st Lt. Robert . Benso got it then. I wouldn't,you know, con-
form. My platoon was the best in the outfit, really it was, be 
cause we worked hard all together. The upshot of all that 
was that after six months of friction and call-downs-, the 
colonel got me up for court-martial on a long list o1 incompe-
tency charges. l told the court what I thought, and was given 
a discharge without honor. That was in '44'. ! got war-work 
~~r about nine months and then they got desperate and took 
me back in the army, artillery private. I enjoyed that. But 
the thing I wanted to talk about was those nine months without 
honor. You know, that was an appropriate term. Being com-
pletely yourself is being without honor. You can't do it. 
You're detached, irreSt'Onsi'b1.e, in a sort of limbo. I had an 
awful time realizing that. 'Ihe colonel was the .soul of honor, 
he liv.ed by it, and even some of that--! finally had to admit--
" I had to try and be. 
Helen had listened with mixed feelings. As Bob told his 
stony she was trying to hook it up with her own sltuation. Be 
seemed almost to be telling it to help her out, and yet he 
d.idn' t know her problem. _ He was silent when he finished. Was 
he waiting for comment? He was so much older than her, she 
thought, irrelevantly. 
II Jl 
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"Are you going to settle down, now, and get a lot of 
II degrees, and. be a professor? she asked • 
. , 
11 No, I guess not, 11 he s r:1 id quietly.. II But you do get what 
I was driving for, don't you? "I didn't want you to think I'm 
just drifting." 
Had he really been talking only about himsel~ then? Helen 
wondered. He planted so many different thoughts in her mind; 
,."bout Ed, and herself, and him. Was it all haphazard?. 
In the days f~llowing shekept thinking of Bob as she first 
had. A farmer. He was like the · earth, itself''. He absorbed 
her laughter and her uneasiness and then he seemed to bring 
them forth himself, in talk about himself. And yet it all 
grew together with him. It was strage to her, and calming. 
At times she felt she could almost tell him about her trouble, 
here obscenity. It almost seemed that he could absorb and 
explain- that for her. And then, other times, she doubted. He 
almost seemed to be waiting, to be watcb~ .. l'lg. Perhaps all he 
wanted was to worm her secret out of her. He was almost too 
ready to lead her on, she thought. Arter all, J.1e was so much 
older. Maybe she only interested him because she was pretty, 
and had some mysterious problem. He was a wanderer., a romantic 
no matter what he said. Perhaps he searched for things, wanted 
to find them out, and then when he had them, discovered they 
weren't the thing, and lost interest. But then she remembered 
how calm and p9. tient 1.\e wa:s. And he didn't really lead her. 
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She went to him. She was the one looking for something. 
The last week in November Ed returned to class. Helen 
had hoped that it wouldn't make any difference. But it did. 
When she saw him, her fear and her guilt welled up again. She 
sat through the hour nervously. Ed ignored her, and she felt 
that maybe her fears were unjustified. Maybe it would all pass 
If only she had given him that assignment! At the end of the 
hour she and Bob started together for the cafeteria. 
" II E How about some coffee? d said, joining them. 
IIC II ome along, Bob said. They walked in silence. Helen 
felt that Bob, as well as she, was not too glad Ed had joined 
them. Her eyes met Bob's and flickered away. Bob had been 
studying her, with a puzzled look. He must know s.o·jlething' s 
wrong, or feel it, she thought. And he doesn't like it. 
II E II ' i Have you bee,n sick, d? she saJ.·a., wanting to seem natural 
nYe s, the flu. " 
"I'm sorry. II Have you much work to make·Gup? 
ni kept up the assignments pretty well. There's that 
graduate paper in Shakespeare, though·~ Helen. I haven't 
e~n started that, of course. Bob, you must be nearly through 
yours? They're due next week, the prof told me when I went to 
see him yesterday. Quite a surprise--Helen. 11 
11 I'm winding mine up," Bob said. 
" surprise? 
._ 
II How do you mean, a 
II Oh, s~mehow I didn't get the assignment. Really it's 
1/ 
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II E luclcy I checked up, after coming back. d laughed. UH I _ e s 
giving me extra time. 11 
Bob was looking at Helen. She knew he must remember that 
she had that assignmant for Ed. He's wondering about me, she 
thought. He can't understand • She couldn't return his look 
and she couldn't trust herself to speak. Both Bob and Ed 
seemed to waiting for something from her. Probably the pro-
fessor had told Ed she should have given him the assignment. 
He must be certain, now, about her. 
They arrived at the cafeteria. Helen wa_nted to escape. 
-· She chose a table, though, and Bob went for the coffee-.· Nora 
.... 
never met her there, anymore. They still roomed together, but 
Nora was sick of her moods, and they weren't friends anymore. 
After today Bob won't be either, she thought. Oh, she was 
rotten! She disgusted people, everybody. The on~y one she 
interested was this Ed, who liked to stand or~ poking at her. 
She sat down wearily, thinking thebig test had come and gone, 
quietly, and with a silent verdict. Ed also sat down. She 
gazed full into his face. Whatever her guilt was, she ~elt it 
had been a horrible chance that made him punish it. She re-
membered her second phone call to him, how she would have con-
fessed, then, and have apologized·. But he had been so nasty, 
and she had made it worse. As she gazed at him, he at f 'irst 
returned the stare and then smiled pleasantly. He was still 
playing with her, she thought. And .she felt hopeless. 
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While they waited for Bob, Ed got out his Shakespeare _ and 
leafed through it. 
a 
11 I'm writing/paper--in lie~ of that assignment I missed--
do you know what I've decided to write it on?" 
"What? 11 
-
"on Shakespeare's use of" the couplet at the end of scenes. 
That's a sufficiently erudite theme, don't you think7 11 
11How long can you string that out?u 
110h, it's a rich field. Some of the couplets are quite 
interesting for discussion. Some seem just thrown in, without 
c-onnection • . Now, here's one from lear, my girL What do you 
make of that? It's just a tag at the end of the scene. The 
J' fool says it. 
I Helen :r·ollowed his finger and read, 
She that's a maid now and laughs at my departure 
Shall not be a maid long, unless things be cut shorter. 
She said in a choked voice, 11 It doesn't make sense, does 
it? 11 She closed the book involuntarily, over Ed's hand. 
"N II o, Ed said, reopening to the passagg. itN o. It 
doesn't make sense." He also spoke low and his voice trembled. 
Bob came up with the coffee, and_.,_he asked what they we-re 
discussing. Ed laughed awkwardly. 110h, just an obscure 
passage from King Lear. II This one, Bob, here. 
Bob read the lines. He looked B.t Ed oddly. "That's not 
..., 
obscure," he said, "it's just obscene, that's all--for the pit." 
,, 
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11 I didn't mean the lines were obscure, I meant they didn't 
fit into the scene~-" 
11 Lear's a bitter play, 11 Bob said. 11You know, Ed, some 
critics have said Shakespeare couldn't have possibly written 
these lines. They're so uncalled for, and sniggering. Damned 
I E II E I if they don t remind me of you, d, sometimes. d flushed and 
half stood urp·, but didn't say anything. 
11Here' s· your book, n Bob said shortly, Ed took it and 
left them, still without speaking. Bob sat down and studiously 
uw stirred his coffee. . as I sufficiently honorable, and stuffy? 
he said with a smile. Helen didn't answer. He continued 
stirring absent-mindedly. 11You know, I never liked Ed much, 11 
he sa.id. 
"Let's leave," Helen said. "Let's take e. walk, even if 
if is cold!" She led him out of the cafeteria and along the 
edge of campus. 11 It wasn't all Ed's fault," she said. 11 I 
did something to him, before I even really knew him, to make 
him hate me. It was like that passage--obscene. And it. could-
n't mean any more to him than that passage does in the play. 
I was sick, mentally sick! I must have been. And now, here's 
the whole thing, over, out between him and me--and none of it 
connected or real. Bob, all I've got is the feeling that it's 
happened once and can again and again, and no reason. I called 
him on. the phone, Bob, and said nasty things. To a man I didn' , 
even know! And he's been· torturing me ever since. Oh, how can 
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there be sense to all that?" 
Bob listened to her rigidly, and she could see that he 
was disturbed. 
11You two, you're just striking out in the dark, in your 
k S 0 II b id wea. ne ·~ , _e sa • 11Helen, don't you understand you don't 
.. 
have to be weak, to be afraid of yoursel:f'? 11 
But Helen was already ashamed of her outburst, and she 
left him to return to her room. She got through the closing 
weeks of the semester in a state of indifference. In Shakes-
peare she i~nored Ed. She knew what he was like now, like her, 
weak. She wished she hadn't revealed herself to Bob, but that 
-too was past, and she had to endure the k~owledge. ~ob made 
the situation as easy for her as possible, She saw that he 
was wai t ing for her to come to him again, but she c~uldn't. 
She thought he couldn't respect her, possibly. He was receptiv , 
patient, that was all. She thought aga in of bow like a yokel, 
a ma n of the earth, he had seemed to her. He had the strength 
of growing things--a pbrase oshe'd heard--she ha d thought of him 
as a drifter, a romantic. But he was solid. And she and Ed 
were weak. She envied Bob. He was like a tree, a solid, well-
grown tree. She told him that, when they met during exam-week. 
11 It doesn't sound very intelligent, 11 he said doubtfully • 
.. 
ttAnd, anyway, no hea.lthy tree would be losing lea ves the way I 
II am hair . 
Helen smiled, remembering th3t. Maybe s he hadn't been 
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wholly fa ir to Bob. But it was part of him anyway . And maybe, 
she thought tentatively, she could make it part of her someday. 
She didn't want any more imagined worlds, to have them crumble 
around her. She knew tha t at least. She wanted one built 
wholly from within. 
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SEC TION IV 
Me-morial Serv-ice 
I play a lot of briclge. It is one of the·· activities I 
enj oye cl before the war which has not been hindered, has e ~v-en 
been improved by my blindness. I was hit by an II II eighty-eight 
that burst in from of us as we were laying wire along a road 
from the CFup to our guns. I guess the road was exposed. 
Just an orange flash was the last thing I saw, and then I was 
staggering around blacked out, nor feeling pain, not sure of 
anything except that this rough place my hands were clutching 
couldn't be my face. My f ace is presentable now, I'm told,. 
but the eyes are gone. I have things in their places for the 
Sake of being looked at, not for looking. An artific.tal leg 
is one thing. There are no artif1cial eyes. 
I write the bridge column in our community paper, and just 
in this town am perhaps the leading bridge expert. Of 
course I ha ve to play with raised cards and so I haven't 
I 
I 
tried to enter any of the big tournaments. I live at home, and I 
shall, probably, until it's mine alone. Then I shall have to 
get s orne company. I don't know how, yet. As it is,. now,, home 
is a very ple asant place. My parents, my grandmother and my 
brothel'"' are ali here. Bruth goes to ·co11ege but lives at home. 
The f'our of' us--Gram doesn·' t play--sometimes have a game of 
bridge in the evening·, ~- f~.tnily game, relaxed·. We had that 
I 
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sort of a game one night last winter, in Marcb. 
I sat down first. It's ~ecessary to get me seated before 
anyone else. There's no reason :for it, but' it'f.f. necessary. 
Every-one waits otherwise, milling around. So I sat. down alone 
at the table and we cut cards for partners for the first rubber. 
I drew my brother·, and finally they had all seate-d themselves, 
too·. Mom and Dad don't make too teri•ific a team. Dad, like 
the forthright business man he is, plays a bold but not always 
intelligent game. When he plays with Mom· he seems to ex-
/Pect her to divine his bidding and gives her very little 
1 help, p1:ul}ging along on his own. Mom, on the other hand, is 
in her way a good and precise player. Her bids nearly always 
mean what they should, and Dad's vagueness 'buffaloes' her. 
My brother is the fourth, noble fellow. Cards· are somewhat 
foreign~ to him. He's athletic, a tackle on the team at college,. 
the position- I played at my college. 
They look--how do they look? I recently read in a maga-
zine for the blind that people quite often reproach themselves 
after the death of someone close be,Ftise they can't clearly 
bring his face into their mina.s. When we lose the original 
we are shocked to discover we only inderinitly remember how he 
looked. Mom's face is vague to me. It was regular,. anyway. 
And yet I ought to know some or the details. I don't know the 
color of her eyes. SuppGse, some day, in a sentimental mood, 
I or for some reason--! saarc~1y know what--she ~hould ask me to 
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tall her what color they are? I hope she never will, but she 
~~ might, and I am uneasy. She has been · so solicitous, so m,other- ' 
ly since I got back in this Shape. She's going to expect more 
affection in return than she ought to have, some day. Dad is 
big, heavy, round-faced. His eyes dominate. They aren't 
domineering, but big, bright and laughing. Hie nose is heavy, 
I broad, not pushed-in, out squat. His l:tps are thick and turned 
out a little, not much· The corners of hie mouth are laughing 
recesses in a full face. He is a man pleasant to look at, 
large-scale, hearty. I don't know the color of his eyes, but 
that will never be troublesome. Bruth will be like him some 
day. Just before the war he was sixteen, and I can only guess 
what his face is becoming. He's a big man and must be like 
Dad, eyes and all. As for me, I'm presentable. I have a 
blindman's smile, which is a faint one constantly on ou:b lips. 
We hate to show a frozen mien to the casual observer •. 
Among the ~our of us, we play an easy, careless kind of 
bridge. I sometimes wished Bruth would pay more attention, 
do more thinking about hie game. He missed most of what went 
on and wasn't really interested, 1 guess·. He's quick enough 
t~ be ab1e to play a good game, but he doesn't care to concen-
trate. I shouldn't have let it gripe me, but at that time I 
was giving an importance' to little things that sometimes wasu' t 
there. I was analysing too. much, perhaps. This evening, for 
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example, the folks were somewhat disapp-ointed in me because I 
had re~used to go to Danny Eusaen's memorial serviee the next 
day. There had been other such services for boys I knew better 
than Danny that I had refused to attend, too. My family called 
it moroseness. The thing is too close to home, I suppose they 
thought. Yes, I had been reasonably sorry for myself, reasona-
bly bitter, and was at the time reaso~ably well rehabilitated. 
Nevertheless, it was generally conceded I took a liberty in 
I acid cC'"Jtmnent that wouldn't have been allowed a see;ing person. 
They all hoped I would mellow soon. 
I had not much use for such things as these burial ser-
vices. Even, in my off-hand way, I expreseed the thought that 
burying the boys overseas was better than bringing their corp-
ses home, making the parents go through the ceremony of funeral 
and burial. I know many persons disagr~e. They feel they 
would dishonor the dead if his body were not lugged across the 
sea and properly and raligirusly putinto the ground. To me it 
was pathetically plain that they- must have needed those rites 
for their own comfort. The wor!"s that s-aid at such rites had 
I been said, before, for the boys. 
I My mother's disappointment must have·. been pretty keen, 
that night. She was very quiet,s(!)l silently she sat, as· we 
played. She had never been one to put on suf'fering, but lately 
she seemed to be working at me that way. She was subdued and 
I was uncomfortable. She wanted me to be norma 1 again, to take 
r 
/I 
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lthings as unquestioningly as before the war. I could not do· 
that. I had learned much, being blind. My bridge improved 
because I forced myself to memorize the cards, I typed raster, 
though people have · to f'orgi ve the mistakes I can't see. I 
listened. Listening was the most important thing I did. There 
, was nothing casual about it, for I regretted too deeply how 
casual my seeing had been. There is a small tree growing up, 
next out house. I have heard its branches scratch against the 
1 shingles. It must be seven of eight years old, but I cannot 
remember that I ever had consciously seen it. 
The seriousness with which I lie,tened was one reason why 
I refused to go to such ceremonies as these memorial services. 
There, I knew, I should hear nothing but vague phrases, ready-
made sentiments, ritual. Supposing it was sincere, it would 
be all the more discomforting, a~ sincerity that was thoughtless 
--thoughtless as my brother's bridge. Nor can you depend- on 
an earnest tone of the voice to guide you at service. Public 
speakers--all sorts--are actors to some degree, and hearing is 
as deceitful as any other sense. Principally for_ this reason 
then, this seriousness, I could not be what my mother wanted me 
completely 'normal', uncritical. I couldn't go to service and 
be relaxed, comforted, made peacef"ul. 
In our bridge the play was listless. Mother sighed once 
or twice. I had laughed at. such behavior a fe·w months before. 
II 
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Mom had never been the pathetic sort of mother, and her putting 
on that way seemed comical. But it was no longer comical. Nor 
did I know how to handle her. A domestic situation was develo-
ping that would not be aided, I thought, simply by giving in 
to her. She final!~ spoke out on the subject. 
11 I should think you could go, tomorrow, with Bruth, 11 she 
said. "Don't you think it's a duty?·11 
II II ~~~- I You know what I think, Mom, I said. ""'finny s had a 
" 
II buria l once. This is just going through it again for nothing. I 
"Don't you think it would be comforting to his parents to 
see, a number of young people there, who they could know did 
remember their son? 11 
lip ha er ps. But that's awfully sentimental, Mom. I'd f"ee 1 
odd going for that reason, afraid I wouldn't have the right 
exp_ression, or something.'' 
Mom was quiet. I suppose she looked distressed. She 
must have been thinking I didn't yet have the right outlook. 
Pe~ffaps I didn't. Nowadays I go to such ceremonies without 
too much introspective doubting. I tell myself" I have the 
thing figUred out, but it's hard to really know. Actually at 
the time, I was not only fighting Mom, but myself. I didn't 
want the kind of comfort, the security I knew I could find at 
church. Old ladies, lonely old gentlemen near death, cripples 
and blindmen' find comfort in the church. r didn't want i-t. · 
But I had the fe ar tha t I might need it more than I knew. I 
I 
II 
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didn 1 t want ot find tba t out. I feared I might be slipping 
away from an interest in life, into something that could only 
be f''alse, sent·imental. Before the war, in college, I defined 
sentimentality for myself' as an emotion· that was evoked for 
the sake of anything not human and not alive. r discarded, 
with collegiate calm, God and patriotic fervor. I do not now 
hold such an egotistical belief. Looking back on my college 
theorizing, I feel that by limiting myself to humanity,. I was 
actually being as thoroughly abstract as the worst of the so-
called Idealists. But now, undeniably, r was influenced by the 
feeling that an Ideal would be a good thing f"or a blindman 
to find. 1f · he had tm t to hold onto, his blindness wouldn 1 t 
matter. And yet, for me, it was going to have to have an 
honest connection with life. 
They passed· the cards in front of me, from my mother on my 
right to my father on my left. At home the player to- my left 
deals for me. This is not because I can't deal the cards, but 
because I might feel their r a ised dots as I dealt and know what 
cards each one was getting. Mom and Dp and Bruth can pass 
their fingers over the dots andge1t. no information from them •. 
One of the slight satisfactions in· blindness is your develop-
ment of certain talents others leave asleep. I passed to be-
gin the bidding and Dad said a diamond. Bruth bid one spade. 
He has two bidding voices in that situation. One is rather 
tentative and means one-and-a-half quick tricks, a weak bid 
II 
I 
I 
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he's just sticking in. The other is quite ~irm and indicates 
a regular opening bid. I have told him once or twice he ought 
not to give himself away like that, but I think he secretly 
believes my 1 blindman's he ering' is s_lightlY' supernatural 
1 and nobody else could tell the difference. This isn't so, of 
course. Anyone who really listens could spot it. No doubt 
some do subconsciously. Tbis time he had made the weak bid. 
Mom passed and so did r. Da d rebid his diamonds and the bid-
ding died there. Mom sighed· a s she gave me her c ards to check 
1 
over before they were le id out on the table. 
" " II D .e.nything the me tter? a d asked. He is quite often 
oblivious to undercurrent passions around the hous~. 
"Oh nothing , de ar, 11 Hom s a id • . 11 I think I' 11 ge t us some 
'"' .... 
t II gingerale while I m dummy. 
"Fine , fine. 11 Dad said. tt... II xour lead, Bruth. Gram had 
I been watching the game and we.nt with Mom to the kitchen. 
I The hand was a dull one. Dad made it, but he 1 d have had 
I owertricks if he'd remembered- that two low hearts in dummy 
were g-ood. 
It would be . eA·syr for me to feel superior to these people, 
my family. r notice> so much that they don't. Being blind makes 
you f 'eeJ: helpless at first, and then you get a different set of 
carr' t 
valu-es . If you/have sight, it is easy to suppose you have a 
special insight. If you csn' t see forms, j110U begin~ to suppose 
y-ou are on the inside trac'.r to Form, that there is a Truth you 
I 
,, 
'I 
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can come to. Every little thing seems to point that way. I 
got SO' I could walk about the house without ~tutnbling, could 
a void furniture as if by instinct. Although I knew that if it 
were moved a little I should bump into it, still,, the feeling 
that I was developing a special instinct remained. Habit, 
custom are immense comforts t~ the bl i nd. In surrDndings he 
knows· intimately he can be almost es easy as a S'eeing ~arson. 
If the lights are switched off, he is easier. Patience,. 
quiet waiting are qualities a blindman develops. He overcomes 
inadequacy by not acting, by waiting, groping and learning to 
forestall awkward s 1 tuations. Security,. comfort, safety be-
come his watchwords. People may be surprised at how indepen-
dently he can act. Yet it is l argely not independence but an 
ability to conform gracefully to the pattern he has developed 
for himself·, the pattern of' ass·ured and habitual things. I 
had experienced all this, had begun to feel satisfaction., even 
pride in it. I fought the feeling·, though. For I didn't want 
that sort of complacent solution. I feared it woul d develop 
into a religion of weaknesS', a glorification of patience, 
dumb hope and resigna tion. And yet, sov,~thing must soothe the 
gnawing fear and loneliness of blindness. 
Mom and Grandmother c~me back from the kitchen with the 
g-ingeral~ ,. and we stopped the game momentarily for refresh-
ments. Dad and bruth had highballs. I never took liquor. I 
suppose I didn't dare. I knew, too·, it couldn't help·. All 
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my sen..,.'"s were precious to me, ali the time. I was fighting 
this negative yearning· that had possessed me and I needed to 
know life, to hear and f 'ee 1 and sme 1 I it. A momentary a lcoholi 
fuzzy u-plift could be no substitute. 
And then, as we s ~ t around the table, I felt a draft 
blowing· through from the kitchen. The cool air sent a shiver 
through me. Our kitchen is unheated, but this draft seemed so 
strong I wondered if MotheP hadn't left the outside doo~ open 
when she went to the re~rigerator. It seemed a wonder none of 
the others felt it. Surely Gram must. I started to mention it 
but I hated to. They would think,yes, he is blind. See how 
he f"e'els the cold where we don't at all. I waited. If I 
hadn't bee,n trapped on the couch with the table pushed eo 
close I couldn't get out w1 thotllt disturlD·ing everyone, r- could 
simply have gone out and closed the door. But they always put 1 
me down to stay. The cool air continued to blow from the kit-
chen. I sat therer:, feeling clearly the strong draft, . aware 
that no one else did. Such a simple thing can he almost pain, 
c an be suffering when yo~ are undergoing it alone and the 
others ane o'b'livious. Almost involuntarri'ly I gave a little 
cough. 
11 0h, are you cold? 11 ]:'!:om said immediate·ly. "Can I get you 
your sweater'?" She had started up- from her chair • 
.. 
II II No, no thanks, I said. ui think its the kitchen door." 
I added querulously, "Didn't anybody :f'eel that draft?·" 
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When Mom got back we cut cards ~or the second rubber. Mom 
was my new partner. They shifted seats. I am not allowed to 
move. They pivot around me. As they settled in, the telephone 
rang' and Bruth went to answer' it. He told us when he came back 
that Mr. Eusden had just· asked him to be a pall-bearer the next 
day. He wanted Danny's high-school friends to be represented 
among the pall-bearers, and had asked· Bruth and one other. 
Bruth accepted, of course. 
II rp,_ II 
... nere, you see, Mom said to me • 
"See: wha t'?"11 I said. 11 Real1y, D8 nny was a better friend of J 
Bruth than of me. They were in the same class. I only knew him 
II 
as a sophomore on the football team, when I was a senior. 
"You have the most awful attitude, 11 Mom said. She brushed 
together the cards she'd been dealing. 11 1 don't feel like 
play·ing· anymore, 11 she said, tiredly. ~~~I'm going to bed. 11 Dad 
and Gram followed her upstairs. 
I had about decided to go to the memorial service. It 
wasn't worth it to dishearten Mom Just because I:::half f 'eared 
I'd like the service too much. I might as well find out. 
Bruth had styed downsta irs. "Why don't your come along 
-
with me, tomorrow? 11 he said. II . U You're just making M·om unhappy. 
~ 
"I guess I will, 11 I said. 11 I hate to do· it, just to· give 
in to Mom. And her worrying bothers me so. I guess it's easi•r~ 
"Danny's· army chaplain-•, the one from his outf'it,. is going 
tl to be there, Mr. Euseden told me, Bruth said. 
II 
I 
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11Have you ever met Mr. Euseden1 11 1 aSked him, • 
.. 
"A couple of times. He remembered I knew Danny, I 
guess. And they're Methodists, too. ~ut don't you think it's 
nice of the chaplain to t~ke the time to come here?· Kind of 
gives more meaning, doesn't 1 t? 11 
· 
11How? 11 
"Well--maybe we'll see, tomorrow." He went over to the 
stairs and called up to Mom that I was going to the service. 
I didn't hear her reply. But they were all gratified,, I know. 
"Maybe his coming will give- it some meaning, 11 1 said as 
uA Bruth came back into the room. re you going tomorrow, Bruth, 
. just out of duty, as Mom says, or whyT Is it anything more 
than' t b:l thing to do? 11 
11My best feeling is a feeling of rightness, and a hope 
that the ceremony- and the crowd and the church service will 
all add up to something for his parents. I think it's comfor-
ting to everybody e :lae there, too. You may ins 1st it's mean-
ingless, but it isn't. II Peace of mind is something. 
11But you don't need peace of mind, Bruth." 
~ 
"It's good to know about it, to have it there to fall 
back on." 
"w • 1 ell, that s a 1 right for you. There's no dang-er that 
you'll be overcome by it. You don't cr-ave it. You can walk 
into the church, be a little awed, subdued for a moment, and 
then forget, go back to life, but •••• 11 
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"S o can you. You've a job with D~d,. and your bridge col-
umn, plenty of things. Besides, is it wrong to take comfort 
where you find it?" 
"I don't know. I want it to be the real thing, .. though. 
Not just escaping. Anyway, Bruth, I'm going with you tomorrow. 
Maybe that chaplain will say something. II I can listen, anyway. 
"Don't go just to listen. That ian' t the idea. I:f you 
intend to go there with yrour heart closed and your ear cocked 
you had a lot better stay at home! 11 There was my football-
player brother talking to me about peace of" mind and an . open 
heart. I guessed he had been lecturing me. So I hadn't really 
found out much about his id.eas. The lee ture was labeled, 
"Advice to the B'lind." His last words made me think of the 
Bible sentiment, "They have eyes, but they do not se&." Perhaps 
his own questioning, whatever it may have once been, had been 
stopped by those words. "Isn't this good enough for you?" he 
may have been s aying. It was not good enough. Emerson- has 
said we want our own revelations. And in less mystic terms-,. 
it is impossible to read words and learn from them. The truest 
things in print are not true to the reader unless he has in 
some way experienced them. Perhaps the best I could get out of' 
this service would be to discover whether the participants woul 
all be reading parts, or whether any of them were going to show 
me they could express truth. If none of what went on appeared 
to be based on life, why should I allow myself to be led into 
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accepting the doctrines preached? 
I was glad that Danny's chaplain would be there. If, 
three years aftertbe war, he had come to make a speech it 
seemed probably true that he had something he wanted to say. 
I was anxious to learn about D~rnny in the army. None o'f us 
knew any of the details of his death, except tha t he had been 
Infantry. One of the peculiar aspects- of our suburban life is-
the break between growing up and adult life. The war years 
emphasized that, but it is true, anyway, that a man seldom con-
tinues his high school friendships in his later life. We ftnd 
work in other cities, or we quite likely irr our own city make a 
complete new set of friends. Very probably neither my brother 
nor I would have renewed acquaintanoe with Danny, had he come 
back from fighting. Perhaps among the things this chaplain 
had to say would be his explanation of' what we had lost. Per-
haps he would only say what John Donne had said. But even if 
he did, saying it differently, in his own manner and as if he'd 
never heard of Donne, I should be glad to be having exposure to 
a new· idea. 
Bruth and I arrived at church early. It is easier for me. 
Bruth seated me and went with the other. pall-bearers. There 
would be a fifteen-minute wait 'b~fore the service started. A 
quiet church is not the place for a blindman. People seem to 
tiptoe, the rugs are often heavy. You cannot· keep track of the 
comin~s ~nd goings as you would like to do. Friends greet each 
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other with a nod and a whisper while sof't music blurs it all to-
gether. I sat for about five minutes and judged that the churcli 
was fillin~. The sof't noises were reaching a peak. Someone 
with a heavy step· entered my row and paused. He is looking at 
me, I thought. He sat down close to me. 
ttDon' t you know me? 11 he said in a low voice. 
I tried very hard to place his voice. Thfs was someone 
who didn't know I was olind. And it must be a friend of Danny. 
11 It's Phil, Phil Reynolds! Say, it hasn't been that long, 
has i t?·11 
I smiled at the voice and put out my hand. We shook, and 
even that ceremony was less vigorous because of the church. 
11 I'm sorry, Phil," I said. "r didn't recognize you. How are 
~ 
" you, and what are you doing? Now had come an awkward moment 
I wanted to make something of. As we talked in whispers of his 
new jo'b' an.d of Danny and the old high school days, I remem'Qered 
another time, just before the war, that I met a great-aunt I 
had scarcely known existed. I was away at college, then, and 
her son--an alumnus--stopped in and left her with me for half 
an hourwhile he paid a cal! elsewhere. Though I hardly knew 
her·, we had an exceptionally pleasant talk. It was commonplace 
enough, mostly· about relatives and their doings, but I enjoyed 
it thoroughly. She seemed to hang on every word I said, which 
could have been the reason. She kept me looking at her with a 
very:· engaging smile and r foundmyself as constantly smiling 
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back. And though the talk was nothing, it had an air of intima- l 
I 
cy and friendliness that impressed me for a long time after. I / 
wrote home l ater, mentioning her visit. And in my mother's 
return letter I learned wha t perhaps I should have knowm--that 
my great-aunt was stone deaf. She had fooled me for a whole 
half hour of conversation-, keeping my face towards hers and 
reading my lips. And now I have often wanted to do something 
like that. But it is harder 'for a blind person,. unless he can 
sit perrectly sttll. Sooner or l ater I have to give myself 
away. Then, usually, there is an end to our conversa tion as my 
companion retires into the platitudes that are ·helpful for 
communicating with perfect strangers. For ten minutes, though, 
perha ps I could fool Phil--if I kept a smile on my lips. , 
l>!y brotheJ!O came in the a is l'r 
visiting chaplain would 1 
But there was an interruption. 
from the side and whispered that the 
like to meet me. "Did you tell. him I was here to· observe? 11 I 
said. It annoyed me that I must serve as the object of the 
good man' s· humaneness-. 16 t II ·.~Tell him· I_ can t, will you, Bruth, 
-
I said. 11 He 'll. understand." 
- -
"Can't you just come out in the vestibule for a few min-
.. 
utes?" my b-rother said. 11He's a real down-to-earth sort of 
person. I don't think it's mer&ly a gesture. He wants to meet 
II you. 
I went with him, carefully moving my hand along the pew 
back, feeling Phil's eyes watching my blindman's walk. The 
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ch1.plain had a strong voice and a 'down-to-earth' manner all 
right. After the introductions he said in a warm voice several 
pleasant things about those, like me, who had made sacrifices . 
in the war. He was rising to a peroration that promised a 
certain finality, and I 1interrupted him, f'or I wanted to pene-
trate the defense th? t made it necessary for him to deliver a 
speech. I wanted to get him talking with me. 
11 It's- queer · to think you're probably the only one here, 
D II sir,, who knew anny as an adult, a grown man, I said. II He was 
pretty young, pretty much of' a kid as we remember him. I don't 
think even his parents could really have known him, what he'd 
become, and I know it must mean a lot to them to have you here. I 
110h, why yes. II I suopose s·o, he said. "Actually-,, you see, 
I deliver a great many of these addresses. I've made it my· 
job since the end or the war to go the country over and be at 
the services of just as many of the boy~ in the regiment as I 
possibly can. Of course, it isn't possible I should know them 
all personally and, as a matter-of-.f'a (.st, I didn't know Danny. 
But I have some information, here, I wrote his c~!)t-a.in for. 
And, as I say, I want to represent the regiment. It's a sacred 
II duty to these boys. 
-11 But why is that? 11 I said. 
11 Your ·spending a lot of time and trouble, sir,. in a fine 
._ 
II Cll-use, my brother said. 
The chaplain had to leave us then, as ~:. the service WO 'Jld be 
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getting under way. Bruth took me back to my pew and Phil 
~ moved in. to let me sit down. Bruth had a few words with him 
and then left. 
11 I should have told you I cculd.n't s-ee, 11 I said to Phil. 
tl t t II I was playing blindman s bluff, I m sorry. 
II II I'm sorry, aw~ully sorry, he said. "Was it in the war? 1 
I nodded. uDanny's chaplain's going to speak, you know, 11 
I said. 
11Yes," Phil said. 11 It's a nice thing, isn't it? 11 
A sudden silence settled in the church. The service be-
gan. Somehow, I suppose, I ought not to have been shocked 
that the chaplain had not known Danny. I suppose I should 
have suspected that even that would turn out to be routine 
benevolence. But it did shock me.. Apparently I had pinne·d 
considerab-le hope on the chaplain. Yet he was here for no 
particular purpose, and now I had no· ca.use to~~ hope he would 
say anything important. I don't recall just where in the 
service his talk came. What the minister had to s ay from 
time to time he said well enough. r- presume he spoke sincerel3 
what he did say. Yet what he said that day could as well have 
been said on a hundred similar occasions. It was formula and 
I had to suppose that his attitude had became formularized. I 
discovered: I hadn't needed .to fear the comfortableness of 
habit. I had been b-linded, I wanted to f''ind form, to idealize 
now, as I had not needed to before. But I still wanted it in j 
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human terms, and personally expressed. 
I do not now remember about the body. That is probably a 
reflection on my lack of f eeling th!lt the service in any way 
had anything to do with Danpy. I heard the pall-bearers walk 
up the center aisle at the beginning of .the service, and I'm 
quite sure they went unburdened. It seems to me that I remem-
ber that they came back after the ceremony with the casket, but 
I cannot be sure. 
I remember the crux of the chaplain's talk well enough. 
ttit is good we are here," he said. 11 It is hard, but it is good. 
He paused, like an orator. That, I thought·,. is Hemingway. Can 
he possibly get through his speech of four letter words7 He 
could not, nor did he try. '!'here was no more Hemingway, nor 
even any of Hemingway's John Donne. There was an i talie.iz;e·d 
reference to the wounded who have return to us and are among 
~ !!.Q!L and a pause, which I supposed was irr my honor. There 
was a trite grammatical trick which allowed him to speak as if 
of Danny for five minutes while he was really generally summing 
up remarks on all the war-dead. II . Danny Euseden was among those 
who died for all. of us' II he said. 11He represented •.• he is ••• 
1:'\c II .~.~anny •••• 
At the end of the service I wi:ti ted for the crowd to go out. 
I turned to Phil with my blindtnan 1 s smile. "Welt,. Phil,. trow 
that we've done it, what have we done'? 11 
., 
"r· know how you feel, 11 he said. "And I 1.!.vouldn' t tell you 
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exactly what we've done. It gi vee me a ppeaceful feeling,. 
though. I buried Dad last year. There were a great many 
people there, many that I didn't know at all. And afterwards 
I had a really fine feeling of contentment, of having experi-
enced a very- nice thing. When strangers meet with a common 
II feeling it seems to give y-ou hope. 
"H ?" ope . . 
~. 
"Yes, death is more than dee-th when you discover that all 
of us recognize it. 11 
"Maybe it's more completely death, for that reason?" 
"Maybe. ! know, though, that since Dad's funeral discov-
ering that feeling haS II given me a great deal of pleasure. 
My brother came and took me to the car. On the way home 
I wondered about Phil's explanation. It did not seem like hope 
to me as he expressed it. It seemed like release from dread. 
In the army it was comforting to know that everyone else was as 
afraid as you. That explained f ·ear, and f ·ear was no longer" 
something monstrous happening uniquely to you. It was simply 
human. Now death, if you see it coming for yourself or some-
one you love, is dreaded. And then it comes and you :find that 
everyone else knows ;rour feeling and deat1ll becomes l ess horr"1-
b-I:e and more a common human experience. You are glad to know 
it as a fact, rather than as a mystery. The significance of 
this service, I felt, was that it made the fear and awe of 
death a knowable and so less horrible thing to those present. 
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De9.th itsel:r was still a question mar k, but just for this in-
stance it no longer was to be feared. The peace, the surrend-
ering that I had :reared to expose myself· to were no longer 
threats. The service was a simple human experience and as such 
I understood it. There was nothing mystical about it. If I 
should give myself over to this feeling, it would be because I 
had a fear that needed. certa inty to soothe it. I had been in 
yearning for death. But we can't actually know that death is 
peace, and Wh9.t I really had wanted was to lose the uncertainty 
and loneliness of my blindness. And the others there m~ have 
\ 
have had to some degree my feeling, or they would not have come 
together- to experience the moment 9. ry peace of the service. Life , 
is a question mark as well as death, and is one to the seeing 
as welt as to the blind. 
I said something like that to my brother when I said to 
him the service had made me regret less my blindness, for it 
was necessarily with a blindman's smile that we all have to 
face God. Thinking of' the smile made me remember my great-
aunt's trick. Perhaps it had been just a trick, but the im-
pression of it remained with me pleasantly. Somehow, I thought 
I ought to trick life in that way. Something could be done for 
life,. even in my crippled sta te. I would begin with Mom-. Kid 
her along, in a way. It wasn't 11 Laugh and the world laughs 
with you," altogether. But once the wish for certaintyto be 
groped for was removed, it was something like that. 
SECTION v · 
Somehow Gone Blind 
The blind remember what they missed. 
He f"elt the snowflakes cool his cheek 
And what one time he would have sme-are-d 
He tried to keep. Yet rocks would leak 
Their shapes away, Should heat persist. 
The wetness ~elt as things appeared 
The evening of his sight. Suggestions, 
Blurring spots of cold, could not 
Bring back the lively shapes he failed 
To notice at his noon,. bu~ brought 
A fear of transience, fervent questions--
For feeling men, what form prevailed? 
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Anticipation 
And God's hot hand has grasped a freshly minted coin 
With youth's delight. (Suppose a boy-God) 
That coin's a Universe of atoms. I would enjoin 
You, don't spend it on a toy, God. 
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Yes, warm it in Your palm, clutch hard, set stars a-burning 
And planets like the Earth create, 
And men. Hot in Your fist--though blind, and dry with yearn~ 
We shall enjoy our unspent state. 
Consider long Your purchase, for the fun's in choosing. 
Don't s-pare to give the coin a sque.eze. 
For that's our means for ifurr: to f"eel that Ybu are using 
us for some end, to guess we please. 
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Forsythia 
I raked th~ushes clesn of leaves and rocks 
And snapoad dead twigs off the flattened stalks 
Not yet upright since heavy drifts two years 
Ago. Pe rh~ps they' il justify my fears· 
And never will stand up. For all who .:.. live 
Perennial life have annually to give 
As much through pain as Winter cares to take, 
Have annually to feel the biting ache 
That teaches them to thicken bark or skin 
And leaves them surface scarred and dulled within. 
The memories in a man are binding cords 
As real a.s f'ibers of a stem; the lords 
That twist him just their way. We doubt our wortJ 
Because of past defeats: sp, bent to earth, 
These sparsely blooming flowers cannot avert 
Subjection, being buds upon the hurt. 
Well, should I ever bear a Winter·' s weight 
That beats me down like these low stems, innate 
In me I hope will be the vir11 wit 
To celebrate the Spring and brighten• it. 
Yet plants have simple growth compared to men. 
I hardly ho·pe I could start on again. 
With all that reason I should have for hate 
As burden of my thought, what would abate 
Tbe terror weighing on my heart? I bent 
To lift a stalk where I was raking and rent 
The roots its tip had swelled out into where, 
Perhaps, the past had been too much to bear. 
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Fine Wood 
So etra.igbt the pines stand in a grove. 
And on poor soil they crowd ·together. 
Years back their s oft brown needles drove 
The gr ass out, maybe doubting whether 
Such soil could feed both grass and trees. 
Their trunks are gr ow ing now t hrough l ayer 
On slippery l ayer of needles. My kne es 
And elbows sidling, settle there. 
I sink my hip in carpet-quiet· 
My ribs, my arm seem floating free. 
I close my lids to rayed dust ~lot, 
Relaxing languid, formlessly •••• 
Unconscious fingers f'orce a hole 
Through cushioning meedles to the ground 
And scratch blindly--like a mole--
Deriding · peace this simply found. 
fJ 
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Right On The . Avenue 
Fl!"-iends from thecountry are a bit uneasy 
To- hear at night, outs ide our windows,. squeak 
O'f cars- braking. More than sometimes f'"eet 
In passing cars wilt slam down hard t~ miss 
A crash. One or two times yearly bloott 
And broken glass· speckle out' ·pavement, distress 
2 
Our view, as it were. Crushed headlights, bleeding ey s, 
Crur.tp-led · f 'enderELJana- broken arrps, also 
Crazed windshields and smashed-in faces affront 
Our pretty avenue. Ali this keeps on. 
Occurences like this keepcon. I'm caught 
At times and sti'ffen through a drawn-out screech 
Awaiting noise of banging. Few screeches mean even 
danger. 
The&e drivers· know the time to stop-. And yet 
I pray, reca11.ing broken faces when 
Machines" or judgment r ·ailed. I pray in f"ear 
A set prayer for passers-by, to God. 
And still the sbl'>iek. I cannot reason it. 
Rubber protesting shrilly men are weak? 
Or rubber being smeared, that being· all 
In fact, the terr-or mine a lone,. my prayer 
A "G G· I II ref'lex, · od, od. Moments to forget7 
We shall have prettiness and horror left 
For choices when we say that must be so. 
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The Picture 
A cold abstract design was not God's plarr, 
I guess, since He included life for man. 
This fervid unpremedi tatea: way 
or living's no Artificer 1 s essay 
At ceystalline design. I tpink that hot 
And cold have been admixed. He must have sought 
Effects- not only with a line of Law 
But with laying colors on flaming raw 
At times. No r eason He can't paint Romance 
Without the world's complaing all is chance: 
Nor none He shouldn't sometimes melt down form 
For having frozen past a lively norm •. 
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The Iceberg 
His friend was awed enough of ice to call 
Him that. It was three ways true. From New England 
He was cold. A puritan he kept the most 
Of him welt hid. His feelings did not cl~anse 
His soul, as rivers dra in an earthy basin, 
But floated, chilled to crack, in fear-whipped seas 
That wrecked what loves were bold enough to touch. 
Sidewalk Collapse 
The old man plunged along. 
That cane t hrew his weight wrong·. 
His lips thinned, they parted. 
His eyes stung, and started. 
He fought back, elbow locked 
Side tensed and flat rocked·. 
He- -at· a pace as fast 
As- old·--too old to last. 
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On The Question O'f" Good Out Of Evil 
If Hell is a place o~ burning 
Has Heaven heat? 
Do they pipe the hot air upward 
For God'~ high seat? 
If Hell has a frosty chamber 
Lacks Heaven ice? 
Would a quick angelic sortie 
For cubes be nic~? 
1-f Satan were sole inventor 
Of cold and hot 
Mightn't God desire the patent? 
Or should He not? 
7 
Einstein! You Old Saint! 
As ignorant of physics as ~au be 
I am. And yet I heard infinity 
Declared to be where parallels will r meet, 
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Heard l ayers o~ Nothing curve--towards Heaven's seat? 
Here'a com~ort for your stripped and single, single 
Modern man! Now may his chilled blood tingle! 
All's parallel, he moves alone, yet thinks 
With cheer as on towards Nothingness he sinks 
That if if Nothing bends into a ball 
He well may gain a pole and meet with all! 
Security 
In old London was a thief" 
'lrook a purse. And he ran 
Chas·ed by all, and in brief 
He was hanged, that poor man. 
In New London is a cromk 
Swiped a wallet. And his dupe 
Gave a yell,. got a look 
Down-cast eyes from the group. 
Call a cop, comprehend 
You're alone. Not the crowd 
But the Law is your friend. 
Men are safe, and a 1"e cowed·. 
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June 
June's· as full of squares, on the calet\dar, 
As some other months. It is nnt rarer. 
June is one twelfth of infinity, not less. 
One twel~th infinity is made of fairness. 
s o, there are people who stay in June, nor stir" 
At all, and that not just from being clever 
But out o~ ordinary constant love 
Absolutely too- wonderf'ul to speak or·. 
June is their property. TQ~\ waive the rest. 
And June, so far, is lasting with the longest. 
13'0 
Lakeside Idyl 
Deracinated with an awful screech 
From baby's' leg--black, bloody leech--
Flung upon a sun-burned stepping stone 
To bake in baby blood--spongy, full-blown, 
Fat, blood-sucking, squiry' little viper, •••• 
Hold baby daughter quiet while I wipe her. 
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Don't tremble, little sister, there, there. BROTHER! 
Please, please, pick it of'f again for Mother! 
Sonata For Two Violins 
----'--~ -- --
Sonatat f"or two violins, playedby one, 
And his the best hand under the sun. 
This· sonata's .. twice recorded. 
Any listener's ·doubly_ ~awarded. 
He hears the ·best hand leap to reply 
To his own fine quality cry. 
Too bad, though,there won't be much to say 
To the master's new thought, from the replay. 
Mechanically, ways of course can be found 
To guarantee us high grade:s or· stuff and sound, 
Cutting out the chance 
Of much advance. 
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